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SUMMARY

The principal objective of the Flameholder Combustion Instability Study was to develop an
analytical model of the flame stabilization and propagation process in a conventional turbofan
engine augmentor and describe the response to low frequency pressure )scillations. The model is
to be used for identification of the driving mechanisms of low frequency instability (rumble) in
turbofan augmentors.

The program was conducted in two pbt.hes. Phase I represented the bulk of the activity and
encompassed development of the analytical model and execution of subscale experimental rig
testing. Phase HI included computeization of the model in a format suitable for
analysis/prediction of a turbofan augmentor and comparison of the results with the available
liteiature and engine data. The concepts were also extended to include two novel augmentor
types with predictior' of their relative stability.

The Phase I model relied on analysis of the individual processes which control the flame
stability in low inlet temperature airstreams. Since the fuel is highly liquid, a model was
conceived for stabilization in a tw-)-phase fuel spray where the flameholder serves the dual role
of controlling both vapor composition and kinetic stability limits. The response is quasi-steady
and represents the change in augmentor efficiency with fuel-air ratio and inlet conditions. The
model evaluates the various interrelated effects of injector, flameholder and augmentor design.
The results of the experimental study were integrated -nto the analyses. The model predictions
are unique in terms of rich limit predictions and flow variable response factors.

The concept was computerized to analyze a turbofan engine and agreed very well with test
experience on that engine. The behavioral characteristics were in concert with available data and
other models.

The two novel augmentors were found to provide increased stability through a reduction in
reliance on fuel-air ratio for flame speed, removal of the liquid vaporizdtion dependence, and
increased dynamic stiffness of the piloting source relative to flameholders.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTI3N

The phrnomrenon of combust ion instability ha% plagued all typ, ss of high heat rhleia.e
combustonrs. from ind(ust rial furnaces to rocket engines. In general, however, t he problem haq been
most sivere in flight p)ropulsion sstem.. 'such as turbojets, rarnfjts, and rockets where weight
consi(erat ions dictat . highly efficient stru't ures. In such opplications, the pre,,src,, vibratiofn.
an(d heat load% resulting from combu0ition instability. suis'rimpo)sed on the normnal loading. are
usually dc..tructive.

In airbreathing tngine,4, high frequency (omhustion instability prob)lems were first
encountered in the early 19W)'s. and solutions were sought through mathematical .nodeling and
analytical studies directed toward an understandinrg of th(e phenomenon. U nfortunateiv. the
computer technology and Pnlyti'al techniques of 20 years ago proved inadequate, and "cut and
try" empirical approaches involving changes in fiameholders, combustion chamlr:er shape, fuel
injecti(,,. velocity profiles, and flame piloting were attempted, Fuel additives and combustion

ch.mfwr I-a(tles were also tested. Alt houg!i some of these approaches, notably haftles, produced
marggnal improvement, the prhhlem w'%as not solved until damping devices in the form of
acoustical .tblsoriers (screech liners) were introduced. Screech liners are used routinely, and high
frequency instability is no lohger regarded as a problem.

Larger and more powerful turbopropulsion systems are presently being, designed and
developed. Because of the large physical dimensions of augmentors used in'these systems, their
natural acoustic modes have correspondingly lhng wavelengths; therefore, combustion instability
can occur at verv low frequencies, i.e.. approximately 200 11z or less.

The oc -urrence (,f instability at lower frequencies makes use of screech liners of
conventional desigli difficult. To obtain adequate damping, the absorbing devices are designed so
that the resonant frequency corresponds to tie frequency of the expected mode of instability. The
required cavity volume is inversely proportional to the square of the resonant frequency;
therefore, low freqiencies require large volumes. Large cavity volumes can he accommodated by
increasing the augmentor envelope, but this produces an unacceptable increase in engine weight.

With the introduction of military augmented turbofan engines, P&WA became involved in
the pri)blems of very low frequency instability. The problem of these very low frequencies, called
rumble, have been reduced through combined experimental and analytical tech,,iques. This
experience has emphasized the necessity to understand the fundamental mechanisms involved in
order to formulate a meaningful analytical effort and the necessity to relate this effort to physical
hardware and processes.

Mathematical models and analytical studies of low frequency instability have received less
attention than studies of high frequency instability and, unfortunately, have not been notably
successful. The problems of Irw frequency instability have been solved or circumvented by
empirical methods. For rumble, the development problem is even more expensive and time
consuming than for screech since rumbh, usually occurs only at high altitude, low flight Mach
number operation. This requires the extensive use of altitude simulation test facilities to develop
a stable augmentor for a turbofan engine.

The main feature which limits the usefulness of many combustion stability models is the
absence of a direct correlation between the physical hardware of a real augmentor and
combustion stability, Experienc( has shown that relatively subtle u'lterations in flameholder
geometry crn pro0uce profound changes in rumble limits. For a usable design and evaluition
tnol, the model must be able to relate directly to such geometry changes.



Analyti•rd and expcrimental studies we-e conducted to formulaie the model necessary to
determine the response of an augmentor flameholder to velocity and pressure oscillations typical
Of low frequency instabilities. The influences evaluated include:

1. Approach velocity, pressure. temperature, and turbulence
2. Flameholder geometry and blockage
3. Fuel distribution and vaporization
4. Heat addition to flameholder wake
5. Inclined flameholder.

Special attention was given to the processes of dynamic flame stabilization in cold
airstreams with partially vaporized liquid fuels. This area is one which is unique to turbotan
engines and one which has demonstrated the largest influence on the occurrence and severity of
rumble.

The experimental studies of the flame stabilization process and the dynamic pressure
response of the flameholder and augmentor system were conducted using the existing P¶:WA
Rumble Simulator Rig. This test rig was specifically designed to investigate the mechanisms
involved in rumble.

1. PHASE I ANALYTICAL APPROACH

The approach utilized during Phase I of this program was to formulate a m,'del for the
process of flame stabilization and combustion in a turbofan augmnentor in terms of bosic physical
phenomena related to the aerodynamics and thermodynamics of the fue! preparation and
combustion processes. By basing the model on evaluations of individual processes which cause
the rumble effect, rather than correlating the effect to the overall engine parameters, several
significant improvements are available:

"* Increased insight on the fundamental cajses becomes available.

"* The individual analysis may draw from an experimental data base which
fully spans the ra~nee of operating parameters where rumble occurs.

The model which has been formulated is a steady-state analysis of the processes which
control the stabilization and combustion in the turbofan augmentor. Complete details are
presented in Section 1I of this report. A summary is presented below as an outline of the solution
procedure. The model introduces a concept of stabilization in the fan duct section of the
augmentor where the process of liquid film vaporization from the flameholdtr surface is acritical
item in controlling the recirculation zone vapor phase fuel-air ratio.

. The model analyzes a two-dimensional streamtube (Figure 1) and all comments are related
to this streamtube. Since different approaches are taken for the fan and core streamtubes, they
are discussed separately.

a. Fan Duct Streamtubea

The effect of inlet air temperatures which are significantly lower than turbine exhaust
temperatures is to reduce the liquid fuel vaporization level to a degree where these processes must
be closely studied. The degree of vaporization of the droplets of fuel is so low between the injector
and the flameholder that the vapor-phase fuel-air ratio is below the lean flammability limit.
Since on!y gaseous species may traverse the shear layers and enter the recircillation zone wake of
the flameholder, there would not be sufficient fuel available to provide a stable flame if only
droplet vaporization were present.

2
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The '1'od,ok proposes that liquid fuel droplets impact the surface of the flameholder in
sufficient quiantity to fo rm a surface filn of liquid phase fuel. This thesis is substantiated by
m•itiurenients of the ifaniholder surface temperature in a turbofan engine which revealed
significant decreases when ti f fuel was rejected. The thesis further supposes that this liquid film
unidergotes partial vaporizat ion due to heat transfer from the reacting wake.

Thi.,. partia' surface vaporization provides the necessary source of vapor-phase fuel to
proviide a flammable mixture in the wake.

The wake recirculation rate is evaluated from empirical data. The reaction rate within the
•wake is -,ouipled with the recirculat ion rate through a stirred reactor analogy to evaluate the wake
reaction efficiency and temperature.

Downstream of the wake region, a turbulent flame is initiated in the shear layers and its
propagffation rate caiculated. The flame speed is related to the degr, .,of surface vaporization and
wake react ion to accotunt for the local quenching caused by nonvapori- d fuel traversing the shear
layer zone.

The ultimate degree of flame penetration into the approach mixture determines the
streamtube efficiency. Multiple streamtubes are mass averaged to evaluate overall efficiency.

The model consists of separate analyses of each of these processes. Details are presented in
Section II.

b. Cora Streamtubes

The much higher turbine exhaust gases provide complete droplet vaporization. Thus, the
wake fuel-air ratio is assumed to be the same as the total injected fuel-air ratio. As before, the
wake recirculation rate is evaluated from empirical data. The same stirred reactor aralysis is
used to evaluate the wake reaction efficiency. Turbulent flame penetration into the approach
mixture is calculated to evaluate the streanitube efficiency.

2. E:U•:RI21ENTAL APPROACH

The experimental approach selected was a systematic evaluation of the influence of various
geometric and flow variables under controiled conditions which simulated conventional
augmentor operation at high altitude and low flight Mach number. The test apparatus used for
this study was the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Rumble Simulator Rig. This test apparatus is
essentially a long duct of 12 in. ID which contains provisions for installing flameholder units,
spraybars and viewing ports. It is moduiarized to allow alterations in upstream length and
combustion length. It includes an upstream choked orifice plate to simulate the fan or turbine
exit plane and a variable area exhaust nozzle.

The rig is fed airflow from the bleed on a slave JT-4 engine and exhausts through an ejector
syst em. Nonvitiated inlet air is available to temperatures over 600*F and vitiated air to
temperatures over 1500°F. Subatmospheric test chamber pressures are possible. A full
description of the test apparatus is given in Section II, 2. of this report.

The experimental program was run to evaluate the relative influence of the following
parameters on the combustion efficiency and rumble intensity:

Fuel-air ratio

4



"* Flameholder geometry

- Blockage and width
- Gutter apex angle

"* Flameholder to spraybar separation distance

"* Drafted flameholder gutters

"* Upstream (duct) length

"* Combustion length

"* Flow variables

- Static pressure
- Approach velocity and temperature
- Free-stream turbulence intensity
- Fuel vaporization
- Heat addition to flameholder wake
- Fuel distribution

These tests were run in two series over a six week period. Fourteen separate configurations
were run over a flowrate, pressure, temperature and fuel-air ratio excursion test matrix. Extensive
static and dynamic instrumentation was utilized as well as a series of high speed motion pictures.

The basic objective of this approach was to reduce the amount of uncontrolled variables to
a minimum and try to limit test changes to one variable at a time.

3. PHASE I RESULTS

The model for flame stabilization and propagation in turbofan augmentors was formulated.
The analytical predictions matched the results of the experimental program well. The model
correctly analyzed the impact of two-phase fuel on the combustion behavior of the system. The
combined analytical and experimental programns produced the following results:

"* Augmentor rumble may be treated as a classical combustion stability
problem, where the oscillation is driven by the pressure or velocity response
of the overall augmentor heat release rate.

"* The overall heat release rate is sensitive to variations in velocity and pressure
not. only through the flame spreading in the free-stream but also through the
influence of the flameholder wake region on the downstream flame speed.

"* The ultimate level of augmentor efficency is very sensitive to the nature of the
composition and combustion processes in the flameholder near wake region.

"* The flameholder wake region composition, i.e., fuel-air ratio, is not
necessarily the same as the overall fuel-air ratio and is very sensitive to the
exact geometry of the flameholder as well as operating aerothermodynamic
conditions.

5



* The combustion model correctly predicted the influences of the major
variables on the overall ccmbustion efficiency, e.g.:

- Total fuel-air ratio
- Flaireholder approach conditions
- Vaporization level
- Flameholder blockage and width
- Wake heat addition
- Turbulence level

* The cause of the increased rumble sensitivity with increases in fuel-air ratio
and approach flow severity was identified as a decrease in wake reaction
efficiency and flame speed.

0 The following will, in general, reduce rumble (with the converse true):

- Wake heat addition
- Decreased wake fuel-air ratio through flameholder geometry
- Increased turbulence level
- Increased fuel vaporization

* In addition, the following produce more severe rumble:

- Increased spraybar to flameholder separation
- Increased fuel-air ratio or aerodynamic loading

4. PHASE II APPROACH AND RESULTS

The two tasks performed during Phase II of this contract consisted of computerization and
evaluation of the analytical model for combustion in a conventional mixed flow turbofan
augmentor and preliminary extension of these concepts to alternative augmentation concepts.
Along with this latter task, predictions of the stability of these alternative concepts was
performed.

The computerization of the analysis from the Phase I formulations proceeded in a relatively
straightfor%'-d, if somewhat time consuming, manner. The computer program utilizes a
supervisory main with the analysis performed in a subroutine set. This approach allows rapid
alteration and improvement on the individual process calculations without disturbing the main
program logic.

The computer program will analyze the flame stabilization and propagation process behind
a bluff body stabilizer in either the fan duct or core stream zones of a mixed flow turbofan
augmentor. Different sequences ot subroutines are exercised for these two cases. The lower
temperature fan duct analysis performs a two-phase fuel stabilization calculation while the high
temperature core stream case is analyzed on the basis of fully vaporized fuel.

The program has been exercised to evaluate its predictions against the results of the
experimental program and historical data. Predictions have been made for a turbofan engine
augmentor and compared with test experience on that engine development program. The results
of these studies are very encouraging in the following manner:

* The behavior of the efficiency versus total fuel-air ratio exhibits the observed
sharp rise from the lean limit, peak on the lean side and slower decline until
rich blowout.

6



* The influence of wake heat addition is correct with respect to efficiency
increase magnitude and rich limit increase when compared to either test data
or engine experience.

* The model prL dicts augmentor blowout very well when run for the test case
engine and compared with development experience.

* The quantitative values and the variation with altitude are in agreement with
experience.

* The influence of inlet variables is correct in direction and approximate
magnitude.

The efforts under Task II of Phase II were performed on extension to alternate concepts of
turbofan augmentor design and evaluation of the possible rumble stability improvement due to
these concepts.

Rumble has been identified as the result of the dynamic response of the augmentor
efficiency to variations in (in order of sensitivity):

* fuel-air ratio
* pressure
"* velocity
"* temperature.

For such a situation, rumble may be reduced by any design action which reduces the
response of the dynamic efficiency variation to any of these input variables. Such efficiency is
essentially a measure of the rate of transverse flame propagation, rumble is reduced by any design
or concept variation which reduces the dependence of flame speed on these four variables.

Two alternate concepts of augrnentor design have been advanced in recent years. These are
the Swirl Augmentor and the VORBIX Augmentor. Both of these attempt to provide forced
mixing mechanisms which reduce the response of efficiency to fuel-air ratio dynamic variations.
The effect of forced mixing is to remove the sensitivity of transverse flame speed to the local heat
release rate (i.e., fuel-air ratio) and replace it with a turbulent mixing function which is primarily
a function of the design.

Such ain approach will produce an augmentor design which is less prone to rumble. The
problems which stil. exist in these concepts, however, are the piloting response and fuel
distribution. In general, severe pilot response to flow variations or severe nonuniformities in fuel
distribution will produce higher rumble response characteristics. These topics are treated in

.. Section II.
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SECTION II

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

1. PHASE I MODEL FORMULATION

a. Rumble Mechanism

During Phase I a combustion analysis was generate for the process of stabilization andt
propagation of flame in the presence of liquid hydrocarbon fuels with conventional bluff body
stabilizers. The onset of rumble has been identified as occurring whenever the fuel-air ratio in the
colder fan duct airstream exceeds some critical level. This critical level varies with the exact
geometry of the flameholder and the operating conditions of the augmentor.

The nature of the feedback mechanism which drives the instability is the classical pressure
and velocity response of the heat release mechanism causing vqriations in the average augmentor
exit temperature. These variations result in oscillations in average nozzle inlet pressure through
the choked flow relationships for a constant mass flowrate. This results in further oscillations in
the flow conditions around the sprayring and flameholder region. The relative amplitudes and
phase angles are functions of the geometry and operating conditions of the augmentor and fan
duct.

This program was directed toward the analysis and modeling of the heat release process in
terms of physical geometry and actual operating conditions. The analysis and modeling of the
response of the augmentor system to the sensitivity of the heat release process was done in a
companion program under Contract F3,615-7b-C-2024.

The analysis and model for the heat release rate were structured to rely as heavily as
possible on analyses of the physical processes of the fuel preparation, flame stabilization and
flame propagation. In this manner it was f'lt that maximum utility of the model would be
realized. All too frequently combustion stability models Lre generated with built-in correlation
constants which are generic to one form of comblistor o.nly. Whenever a geometry variation is
performed there is no guideline for the required change in those constants, and the utility of the
model is limited until sufficient experience is obtained. In this mrodel format we have attempted
to remove that restriction.

The mechanism of response of the heat release proce'ss to variations in pressure and velocity
over the sprayring and flameholder region is described btlow with reference to Figure 2.

& A variation in pressure and velocity over the fuel injection spraybar results in
a variation in the average air mass flowrate and thus local fuel-air ratio, since
the fuel flowrate is essentially constant.

* At the flameholder, the pressure and velocity oscillation results in a variation
in the rate of formrtion of the flameholder wake fuel-air ratio from the
available liquid phast. fuel.

* The pressure/velocity oscillation also results in a variation in the level of the
wake reaction efficiency at the above level of fuel-air ratio. This results in a
variation in the rate of initial flame propagation into the approach stream
fuel-air mixture.
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"* The pressure/velocity oscillation also results in a variation in the rate of
transverse flame spreading at the local flame speed due to the influences of
local pressure and turbulence on flame speed.

"* The final result is a variation in th? average value of the nozzle inlet
temperature due to the combined effects of the previous responses.

This variation occurs at a t'me delay equal to the transport delay between the sprayrings and the
nozzle.

This process includes two major mechanisms which cause a response in nozzle inlet
temperature to oscillations in augmentor inlet pressure or velocity. The variation in local fuel-air
ratio (i.e. axial variation at fixed overall level) causes an axial variation in heat release which is
felt as a temporal oscillation in nc zle inlet temperature. Imposed onto this variation is the
variation in axially local heat reler e, at the value of fuel-air ratio, caused by response of the
flame-holding process to the pressure or velocity oscillations.

The combustion model required must thus be able to relate the ultimate average of
augmentor exit temperature to the local values of operating conditions at the flameholder and
fuel injection source as well as to thr geometry of the augmentor and flameholder.

b. Combustion Model PhllosoF y

"... it is only rational to be in with an idealization, a simplification, even though
we know that to be 'wrong'. We begin with that as a first approximation, then
correct for major discrepancies, then for minor discrepancies, then for very minor
discrepancies, and so on. Little by little we approach a (possibly unattainable)
real 'truth' and in the process develop a precision as tight as necessary for our
purposes.

Isaac Asimov, 1969

The basic framework of the model will be described with references to Figure 2. This
illustration may be visualized as representing a two dimensional sector of a flameholder array. A
full augmentor analysis would require a multistreamtube solution to represent the full
flameholder.

The augmentor inlet conditions are known in terms of a-ea, pressure, velocity, temperature,
turbulence intensity and vitiation level (if any). The required overall fuel-air ratio and thus fuel
flowrate from the spraybar is specified in terms of flowrate versus pressure drop and droplet size
and distribution also versus pressure drop. Once specified, the flowrate of fuel or overall fuel-air
ratio and duct static pressure will define a droplet .sze distribution.

At this point of injection a simple enthalpy balance is performed to evaluate the percentage
of the fuel which vaporizes due to the adiabatic throttling process of injection from the high-
pressure sprayring into the low-pressure augmentor. For this, the fuel properties and fuel
temperature in the sprayring must be known. The fuel flowrate which remains in the liquid phase
is placed into 5 or 10 fuel droplet size groups which represent equal mass flowrate distributions
of the spray distribution curve for the particular sprayring injector.
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These fuel droplets are allowed to accelerate with the airstream to• rds'he lb mehh,<r
with concurrent droplet vaporization. The vaporization analYsis utili/,es a forced convec'itn
model for combined heat and ma.s transfer. A finite differonce scheme integrat e the accelerat i+•
vaporizing droplet lifetime until either the flameholder plane is reached or the d roplet dia meter
goes to zero. This is performed for each droplet size group. The droplets are treated ats spherical
for the acceleration and vaporization analywis.

It is at this location, the flameholder leading edge. that the comrhustion model doviates frtnn
classical flamehoider or combustion analyses. The classical explanation for the mechanism hv
which a flameholder functions is that the wake of the bluff lIudy serve:; as a volume f',,r the
reaction of the vapor phase mainstream fuel-air mixt .re. Ig-nition of the hi,..gh-sped mainstrieam
mixture is achieved by the hot wake reaction prod, cts in the shear lavers aft of the tlamehodhr.
The degree of reaction achieved in the wake volume is dependent oin the ratio of average- residence
tin.e toaverage reaction rate. The reaction rate depends on the entering v:apor fuele-air ratio and
€,perating pressure and temperature, i.e. kinetic rate constants.

The problem is that in a relatively tcool airstream. such as the 2.7"W fan duct exit
temperature, and overall fuel-air ratios which typically rea-t well tIhi deg,-re+, of dr,:plet
vaporizat;on is very low. So low. in fact, that the vapor phase fuel-air ratio at the, tlaimeholder is
well below the lean flammability limit for .IP-type fuels. However. these conditions do prodice
stable flames in actual burners. Obviously. there is some additional mechanism hv which vanor
phase fuel is generated and mixed into the flameholder wake.

The mechanism which has been identified for this process is the formatiion of a liquid film
on the surface of the flameholder by impingement of the fuel droplets. This surface hllm is
partially vaporized by the heat flux from the hot wake through the surfa c of the ftliewholder into
the film. 'i'his vaporized fuel entrs the recirculation zone thriiugh the .;he:ir laYer and provides
the bulk of the vapor fuel for the wake reaction process.

For the purposes of the model, the process of fuel collect ion on the surface oft.e tlanehohldhr
is analyzed as spherical droplet trajectories through the flow field a., it moves around the
flameholder. The analysis is performed for each of the initial drop siz.e grou•ps utilizing: the
diameter which remains after the droplet has experienced partial vaporization ewtween the
spraybar and the flameholder. This analysis defines the fuel collection r.te onto the surface ofthe
flameholder, when integrated iver the droplet size grotips.

Once the film is established on Ihe surface, the rate of vapori:'ation is analyzed h1v assuning,
a Nusselt number form of forced mess transfer driven by the vappor pressure of the film. A
combined film heating and vaporizatio:. solution is performed as a finite difference amnalysis al,•g
the surface. The heat flux is evaluated from a wake film coelficient and an assumed wake
temperature. Since the wake temperature is a function of the fuel vaporization rate and the wake
reaction level, an iterative solution is required between this initial gpess of wake temperatture and
the calculated value.

As the finite difference solution proceeds, a certain amount of liquid fuel ac(cuimulates which
has experienced heating but no vaporization. This fuel is lost to the near field stabilization
process but does enter into the far field reaction during turbulent flame spreading. The energy
required to raise this fuel from its collection temperature to the final film temperature represents
a heat loss from the wake reaction.

For the evaluation of the wake reaction, the wake is treated as a well-stirred chemical
."eactor operating with gaseous fuel. To perform this calculation, the volume and mass influx rate
must be known. These values are produced from published data (on the relative size and
recirculation rates behind bluff body stabilizers as functions of geometry and operating
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conditions. (Specific source references will be given as the analyses are developed in a later
section of this report.) These data have been reduced to a series of empirical functions which
relate wake volume and i; rculation rate to flameholder blockage, geometry, approach Cow
conditions, and turbulence level.

The reaction efficiency in this known %i7e wake reactor is analyzed assuming that the
process proceeds as a single step, second order reaction with the inefficiencies represented as
unreacted CO for lean operation or unreacted fuel for rich operation. The entering mass flowrate
is balanced agair.st the mass consumption rate at an unknown final level of efficiency. A straight-
forward solut'an for the reaction efficiency and thus wake temperature proceeds. Any external
heat gain or loss r iechanisns are used to adjust the reaction rate and incrcase or reduce the final
reactor efficienzy.

At 'he known level of entering air and droplet vaporized fuel flowrate plus surface vaporized
fuel, the iteration is performed as follows:

Recirculation rate calculated
Wake temper.iture assumed
Surface vaporization calculated
Wake fuei-air ratio thus known
Wake reaction level at this f/a calculated
Wake temperature thlis known
Iterate back through surface vaporization

At th's point the wake conditions are known, and the fuel-air ratio distrib'tion around the
flameholder is known. The turbulent flame spreading into the free-stream is initiated in the shear
.ay sr by the hot wake produc,. The degree of perfect initiation depends on the excess thermal

energy available from these products. Flame initiation is a go or no-go phenomenen and
statistical in nature, since a lack of r-rfect initiation physically results in local regions along the
surface of zero ignition. As the temperature of the wake products is reduced, the percentage of the
area which fails to ignite increases. As these regions increase in number and size. a greater port ion
of the heat liberated in those Preas which do ignite is transferred into adjacent unlit regions rather
than into transverse flame propagation. Since the model is based on uniform flame initiation, this
process is observed as a zlower rate of flame spreading. To produce this result, the model relates
the flame speed to the ideal turbuleot value and the wake efficiency level.

The form of the flame spreading model is a thin sheet flame front propagating into a fuel-
air mixture at a velocity which was accelerated by the flameholder blockage. The specific anal , sis
for the turbulent flame speed follows Karlovitz, where the turbulent flame speed is related to the
laminar flame speed, at the approach conditions and t e local fuel-air ratio, and the local value
of turbulent velocity. This latter term is evaluattdlf, im the turbulence generated by the
flameholder and axially decayed in a 10 L/D length, based on the width of the effective jet flow
between the flameholders, as a function proportional to x- 1,2. The final value after decay is the
free-stream intensity.

An additional term is added to the calculated vaiue of the turbulent flame speed to account
for the sensitivity of the reaction rate to integrated effic iency and flame self-turbulence. These
terms are modelct as a multiplier whose value depends otA the local efficiency and has a value of
I at zero and 100W efficiencies. The peak value is 2 at 50• efficiencv.

The transverse position of the flame front, is found ;' a finite difference integration of the
local flame front into the approach flow. Due to the sustaining effect of the local heat release, the
approach velocity is axially retained at the value accelerated by the flameholder.
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The overall efficiency is found at the nozzle entrance through integration of the flame

spreading heat release evaluated from the preceding analyses.

c. Combustion Model Program

The comnbustion analyses are computerized into one cohesive program which combines the
models for the various processes discussed previously under Combustion Model Philosophy. The
computerization approach selected is one which utilizes separate subroutines for each of the
process sections of the model. Although this approach consumes slightly more computer run time
than a full step-by-rtep calculation procedure it was selected for two reasons:

1. It allows easier alterat~ons to each separate process should changes in any of
the local anelyses be desired, e.g.. a revised reactinn kinetics model. This
reduces the chances for errors due to unforeseen interactins between
sections of the program.

2. The it, ve steps required between the wake analysis and the surface
vaporiza, n analysis is facilitated if they are isolated in the program.

Written in this manner, a single inlet condition analysis requires only about 10 seconds of
CPU execution on the IBM 370.168 computer. The required inpuJt consists of a description of the
geometry of the streamtube:

Bloc' age ratio
Flameholder width
Flameholder apex angle
Spraybar to flameholder spacing
Flameholder to exhaust spacing.

Those parameters which describe the operating conditions are:

Inlet pressure
Inlet velocity
Inlet temperature
Inlet turbulence intensity
Fuel-air ratio
Spraybar fuel pressure
Spraybar fuel temperature
Fuel type
Vitiation fuel-air ratio.

These inputs define the required flamework for the analysis. The program organization is
shown in Figure 3. The various subroutines perform the analyses as follows:

INJECT This perforffs the spray formation and throttling process
vaporization analyses.

ACCEL This evaluates the forced vaporization and acceleration of the
droplets between the spraybar and flameholder. Done once per
droplet size group.

COLLECT This evaluates the collective rate of the liquid droplets onto the
surface of the flameholder. Performed once per droplet size
group.
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RECIRC This evaluates the size of the recirculation zone wake behind the
flameholder and the rate of entry of gaseous comoxnents into
this volume.

B3 This evaluates the rate of vaporization of the liquid film from tile
surface of the flameholder.

WAKE Fcr the results of RECIRC and B3. this solves for the wake
reaction efficiency and temperature.

FLAME This performs the solution for the transverse penetration 6,f the
turbulent flame from the wake shear layer into the free-stream
mixture.

Currently. the input and output reflect the requirements to analyze a single case streamline
analysis. The output defines the intermediate results of the various subroutines as well as the
heat release profile between the flameholder and the exhaust nozzle. The program is capable of
multiple case execution limited only by run time, This capability would he utilized for multiple
streamtube analysis and parametric studies. At present. there is no graphics output capability.
but it could be added.

d. Analyses and Results

The combustion model as formulated for the rumble mechanism essentially consists of two
parts. These are a compositional analysis and a reaction analysis. The compositional analysis
defines the manner in which a combustible fuel-air mixture is generated from the injected liquid
fuel. The reaction analysis defines the manner in which this mixture actually bums to produce
a final level of combustion efficiency.

The ana.sis for the compositional portion is outlined below for the basic case of a two-
dimensional duct -" ith a bluff body stabilizer and liquid fuel injection source. For ease of
development of the solutic•ns. the following assunmptions were used:

"* The injected liquid fuel forms a homogene(ously dispersed spray which fills
the full cro.s section of the duct.

"* The approach flow field is uniform in the transverse direction, i.e. trnsverse
uniformity o( velocity, pressure, and temperature.

- Under these assumptions, the form of the compositional analysis was developed. The
schematic tf the processes ic shown in Figure 4.

A certain portion of the injected fuel flowrate experiences flash vaporization during the

injection process and forms a uniform flowrate of vapor phase fuel. This fuel flowrate iF:

wr. - d~W,.(1)

The remaining portion of fuel goes into a liquid droplet spray whch undergoes spray vaporization.
The vapor flowrate produced by this process is:

(2)
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Combining these processes into one influence coefficient we may write:

Wry = #z*,. (3)

We continue to utilize the assumption that the vaporized fuel is homogeneously spread as it is
produced. The next processes which are evaluated are those concerned with the formation of the
liquid film vaporization rate.

At the flameholder plane, the mixture consists of a flowrate of air (*,), vapor fuel (Wry) and

liquid fuel (W*,) defined as:

w= ptVA (4)

WrT = 0W 8  (5)

'l= 0,WtT , W. (6)

W, *IWTf -f = (1-01) 0*. (7)

This leaves (1-#,) liquid fuel percentage available. Flowing through the flameholder area,
then we have:

*ar = r*. = rp. VA (8)

*rr =. (1-a,) eWar (9)

*r ,. =eo w.r. (10)

The liquid and vapor fuel-air ratios at this point are:

(fa)•.W~ , ~,@,r w~r

(f/a), = (1-0,) 0. (12)

A port'on of the liquid fuel is now collected and vaporized from the surface. The collection

rate of liquid fuel is:

O-WrPr = 02(1-,) 0 *.r; (13)

of this amount, 6. percentage vaporizes from the surface and recirculates:

* = r = /, .(I-/,) 0 War. (14)

The prevaporizid fuel recirculates at a rate of K, percent which passes the blocked area:

* , W,. K, = r K,. (15)

Thu, the total recirculated vapor fuel flowrate is:

= fiiW, rK[ + (1-j,) , r. (16)
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Tile air rccirculation rate is K, of the flowrate through the blocked area:

,, = ,I'K1. (17.

From Equations 16 and 17, the wake fuel-air ratio in vapor phase is:

Waw

0= 0h0+ (1-00)0 (19)
K,

0 Kt

Equation 20 relates the wake vapor phase fuel-air ratio to the overall fuel-air ratio and,
through the influence coefficients, to the geometric and aerothermodyvamic situation under
scrutiny. Each of these may now be evaluated from the available body of combustion literature
to determine the overall form of the compositional model.

A comment on the implication of Equation 20 is in order here. This equation determines the
mixture in the wake which then undergoes reaction to provide the ignition source for the
mainstream reaction. As with any stirred chemical reactor, the mo,., efiicient process for a fixed
volume occurs near the stoichiometric fuel-air ratio. Since the degree of this reaction efficiency
strongly influences the overall augmentor efficiency, the fuel-air ratio should be kept near
stoichiometric.

If we introduce the following values from the analyses to be presented later:

= 0.20
132 = 0.75
f3 = 0.50

0.25

we find that Equation 20 yields:

-0- = 0.20 + (0.8) (0.75)(0.50)
0 0.25

S= 1.40.
0

Thus, due to the relative fuel concentrating effect of the flameholder, the wake is 40%7 richer than
the overall system. If the overall fuel-air ratio is 0.050, the wake is over stoichiometric at 0.070.
Any further increase in fuel flowrate results in a drastic decrease in the wake reaction efficiency
due to the increase -n wake f/a.

The second portion of the analyses is the wake reaction efficiency and turbulent flame
spreading. These analyses will be developed in the following sections.
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(1) Fuel Veporization Before Flameholder

As developed in the preceding analysis, the percentage of the liquid hydrocarbon fuel which
vaporizes prior to reaching the flameholder consists of two mechanisms:

The ffrnuition of vapor due to the thrtttling process of injection (0'T)-

The evaporation of fuel droplets due to forced convection (•, 5 ).

Thus we define f as:

0= T + (1-#ýT)010. (21)

The process of flash vaporization during the process of injection is treated as an adiabatic
flow from a region of high pressure and moderate temperature (within the sprayring) to a low-
pressure area (in the augmentor). This flow situation is analogous to the expansion valve process
and is evaluated from knowledge of the final properties and operating conditions.

The process is evaluated assuming adiabatic expansion from known levels of fuel pressure
and temperature within the sprayring to a known pressure level in the augmentor. If the sprayring
pressure is sufficient to maintain the liquid fuel as a saturated liquid, the enthalpy level is
defined for the given fuel type as a function of the sprayring fuel temperature only.

For adiabatic injection, the final mixture enthalpy equals the saturated liquid enthalpy at
T,. The mixture enthalpy and a known static pressure will define the quality of the injected fuel.
This process is readily evaluated from the enthalpy diagram of the particular fuel type. Enthalpy
diagrams for JP-4 and JP-5 are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

An expanded diagram of the adiabatic process for JP-4 is shown in Figure 7. This example
is for injection of 250°F fuel into a 7.5 psia environment. The parametric results for JP-4 fuel are
shown in Figure 8.

The remaining liquid fuel is partitioned into the droplet size groups on a 5 or 10 group equal
flowrate basis. For this, the droplet size distribution must be known. Due to the large number of
spray systems available to the augmentor designer, no attempt was made to model this droplet
formation process. Rather, a distribution function is built into the program which describes the
size distribution as a function of the fuel pressure drop. The curve used in the program represents
the droplet distributions for variable area pintle spraybars. Figure 9 shows this function.

If5 size groups are to be used, each one represents 20% of the liquid flowrate. The sizes used
in the analysis would be the 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90% diameters. Once these sizes are known, the
program performs the solution to the forced convection droplet vaporization between the
spraybar and the flameholder.

The basis for the droplet vaporization solution is the form of the Nusselt number devised foi
spherical droplets by Ranz and Marshall (Reference 1) and subsequently improved by Preim and
Heidmann (Reference 2). The assumed forms are:

NuH = 2 + 0.6 Re"' Pr', (22)

Num = 2 + 0.6 Re"' Sc"l' (23)
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for heat and mats transfer. For the assumption of Lewis No. = 1, i.e., Pr = Sc, these become
identical. The fuel droplet mass efflux rate is calculated from:

S= KA. pln (P. Pv24)

Nu Dv MW
R T(25)

During the transient droplet heating period between injection at T = To and
achievement of the wet-bulb temperature, the droplet temperature is evaluated from the heat
input and the diffusion driven mass efflux. The difference between the heat requirea 'o generate
the mass efflux and the heat which actually reaches the surface of the droplet is assumed to go
towards alteration of the droplet bulk temperature. This assumption is essentially a statement
that the droplet internal circulation is sufficiently rapid compared to the thermal input that
significant droplet radial thermal gradients do not exist. Although this assumption has been
questioned, most noteably by Strahle (Reference 3), any errors introduced are quite secondary to
errors in evaluation of the droplet film transport properties. Sufficient accuracy and significant
numerical simplification is realized by this method.

In evaluation of the net heat flux into the liquid surface, the mass efflux blocking term
introduced by Preim (Reference 2) is used. This term evaluates the loss in net flux due to the
vapor superheating which occurs as the evolved fuel vapor achieves thermal equilibrium at the
free-stream gas temperature. The transient solution proceeds as follows, after evaluation of the
fuel mass efflux rate, w, from Equation 24.

The thermal film coefficient, h,, is:

=k NuH (26)hr= d,

where NuH is from Equation 22.

The net heat flux to the droplet liquid surface, cj, is calculated with allowance for the
thermal blocking due to vaporizing fuel heating (f):

q = hrA.(Ta-Tr) (27)

where

6 el-z (28)

and

z = Cp, */kd, NuH. (29"

The net amount of heat which is available for sensible heating of the droplet is the net liquid
surface flux minus the latent heat required to generate the vapor mass flux:

a4 = - *,A. (30)
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This net flux is used to raise the liquid bulk temperature, T, as:

dT Aq _q
-= (31)

dt m, Cp, 4/3 r (d,/2)' p, Cp,

This change in T may be positive or negative depending on the relative values of w and q.

The wet-bulb temperature is defined as that liquid droplet temperature where the thermal
net input is just sufficient to generate the mass efflux at that temperature and vapor pressure. As
such, it is a function of effective Nusselt number and local static pressure and temperature.
Coincident with this transient heating and vaporization, the liquid droplet is being accelerated by
the faster free stream gas velocity. The acceleration is evaluated from the standard equation:

dV, 3 Cd Pad dp (V,-V) 
(32)dt 4 d, p,

Since the Reynolds number used in the Nusselt number formulation is defined as:

Re = pad,,W. (33)
An'

a simultaneous solution of Equations 31 to 33 is required. In the computer analysis, this is
accomplished by a finite difference solution utilizing small time intervals. The ordinary
differential equations are rewritten as delta terms, e.g.,

dV,
dt
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becomes

Av
At

For each time increment, the initial values are used to calculate Re, Nu,. NuM, pv. etc.
Equations 24 to 31 are solved which yields Aw, and AT . Equation 32 is solved to yield A1X . At
the end of this step, *, is incremented by Aw.. T by AT and V by AV. The average value
of V, over this At yields a delta axial travel distance.

The procedure is repeated in small time steps until either the total axial travel exceeds the
spraybar-to-flameholder separation distance or the liquid is fully vaporized. At the start (if each
new time increment, the input values reset to reflect the effect of the previous step: e.g.. p, is
evaluated at T, + AT , d, is evaluated to reflect less liquid mass. etc.

Some typical results for the vaporization portion of the analysis are presented in Figures I1)
to 12. For these results, the droplet acceleration portion of the analysis was deleted to allow
solution on a limited size, real-time access computer terminal. Thus. the relative velhwitv is held
constant and the results represent the upper limit on transient heating and mass e.: Ux. Figure
10 shows the transient bulk liquid temperature for a 100 micron droplet in a 4000 F. 250 ft/see gas
stream. The decrease in temperature from the initial 80'F injection temperature for the 0.5
atmosphere pressure reflects the fact that the initial mass efflux by convection . ceeds the
available net heat input. The wet-bulb temperature as a function of gas static pressure and
temperature is shown in Figure 1I for the same 100 micron JP-4 droplet.

Corresponding with the wet-bulb temperature, the equilibrium mass efflux for a 100 micron
droplet is shown in Figure 12. The effect of pressure and temperature is clearly shown.

TG = 400°F, AV i 250 FPS, d( = 100p
120

S100 .... 0
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Figure 10. JP-4 Droplet Transient Temperature
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Figure 12. JP-4 Forced Convection Vaporization
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For a situation described as follows:

V. = 250 fps
T. = 275°F
T = 80°F
P. = 10 psia
d, = 25 to 125 microns.

The amount of JP-4 which wil! vaporize in a typical disiance of 6 inches is shown in Figure
13. These results are typical for i'an duct conditions at high altitude and low flight Mach number.

Conditions
Va = 250 FPS _80 Ta =275-F

V T( =80°F ENPS = 10 psia

o E

> cc

2O

-C4 4001C
0

20 

7

202

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Axial Distance - in.

Figure 13. Vaporization of JP-4 Fuel Droplets vs Axial Length

(2) Flemeholder Fuel Collection Efficiency

The output from the ACCEL subroutine defines a -pray of droplet diam.tem at a plane wit h
the flameholder leading edge. The diameters are defined from the final step in the forced
vaporization analys.s as is the droplet axial velocity. The spray field is still assumed to he
homogeneous in the transverse direction in terms of size and volume flowrate distribution.
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As the flow stream approaches the stabilizer, the suspended droplets are unable to fully
follow the divergence of the flow stre&.mlines and a portion of them impinge on the bluff body. The
evaluation of this "capture rate" is don~e in nondimensionalized terms as ~

= I, U~. (34)

(35)

where

* =fuel iiquid capture rate
*j= fue! liquid flowrate at F/H plane

r = F/H .9ockage

3,is also the ratio of the separation of the droplet capture limit streamliness te the F/H
width:

=r pV. 6 (36)

VN

Substituting yieles:

As N (37)

where 60 - droplet capture width. This is shown schematically in Figure 14.

Plans A

2a Flo StLiitatrealin

F iguro l e r ae c1 4 t or o p e tC- % u ec h m a i
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This analysis will be performed once for each size group exiting the vaporization analysis.
If 10 groups are used initially, each si.e represents 101, of the liquid fuel at plane A. since the
smaller sizes will have higher vaporization rates between the injection plane and plane A. The
overall collection rate is thus:

I0

Mm A,1,. (38)

Evaluation of #,, requires, therefore, evaluation of V for any value of droplet diameter.
Additionally, týe streamline divergence rate will be a function of the flameholder geometry (owex
angle, blockage). The droplet acceler ition rate in the x and y directions will be a function of ,he
flow conditions (pressure, temperature, velocity) and initial fuel droplet velocity (output i.'om
4, subroutine).

An earlier analysis for collection into a cylindrical bar was performed by Langmuir
(Reference 4). The collection efficiency was found to be dominated by air %elocity and droplet
diameter. The influence of diameter is exceptionally strong. Typical results are shown for vee
gutter flameholders in Table 1. Going from 25 to 75 micron droplets doubles the collection rate
from -30'¥ to -70%. A typical streamline result is shown in Figure 15.

The effect reinforces the dependence of the low air temperature stabilization process on the
surface film analysis. As the air temperature is reduced, the level of droplet vaporization is also
reduced and the droplet diameter at the flameholder is increased. This not only increases the
liquid ilowrate available for collection but also increases the percentage collected. This doubling
effect produces a much greater dependence of the wake fuel-air ratio on the surface film.

TABLE I
COLLECTION EFFICIENCY VS

DROPLET DIAMETER

Gutter Apex Blockage Droplet Collection
Angle Ratio Diameter Efficiency
(deg) (%) (microns) (%)

60 15 25 0.35
60 15 5o 0.59
60 15 75 0.70
f6O 15 100 0.76

60 30 2.5 -
60 30 50 0.6&5
60 30 75 0.73
60 30 100 0.78

40 30 25 0.30
40 30 50 0.55
40 30 75 0.63
40 30 100 0.71
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(3) Fuel Film Surface Vaporization Evaluation

The liquid droplets which contact the surface of the flameholder are assumed to generate a
uniform liquid film. This liquid film experiences heat transfer from the hot wake through the
flameholder. This heat is partitioned into forced mass transfer (latent heat) and temperature rise
(sensible heat). See Figures 16 and 17.

SThe liquid film vaporization rate is used to calculate the surface vaporization efficiency,
#,. This efficiency is the percentage of the collected liquid fuel which is vaporized from the
flameholder surface and recirculated into the wake reaction.

The controlling parameter becomes a forced diffusion process. The controlling equation may
thus be written as:

dm
= w + w. + dm (39)

w fcn(Num, Pv, A,) (40)

p. fcn(T,) (41)

T T, + 1/2 aT, (42)

*= ,A + wf* Cp 'T, (43)

S= fcn (Nu., T., TO,). (44)

1.Fuel-Air Spray . .....
/ ..a- •-Lost Liquid

a, V. ;, v ;. '. L "

Wake Region

,,'..:~ -',. -,

,:;• ' Liquid Film m

Vaporizing Fuel -W D CM.

Figure 16. Flameholder Surface Vaporization Schematic
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Mass Diffusion
S"zl Lqiquid Film

Flameholder

Liquid Film'\

Wake Heat Flux

FD 1340&1

Figure 17. Expanded View of Region A Heat Transfer Mechanisms

In these equations, the collected mass flowrate, *w, is the result of the B2 subroutine. We assume
that the liquid film total mass does not change with time unless the entry flowrate alters, i.e.

dm 0
dt

The various film properties are functions of the fuel type and temperature. Suitable curves
are used in the program for JP-4 and JP-5 fuel.

This situation is a forced mass transfer from the surface represented by a Nusselt number
function driven by the film vapor pressure and a Nusselt number form of heat flux from the wake
into the film.

The fomulation of the rate of liquid fuel vaporization from the surface of the flameholder
has been prograinmed as a finite element solution to the nonuniform forced diffusion process. The
diffusion process is evaluated from the surface Nusselt number for mass transfer:

= CIA.p.ln (p. pV (45)

Nun, D, MW (46)C, = R Ax T. 46

The Nusselt number is functionally identical for heat flux and mass flux when the Prandtl

number in the thermal Nusselt number is replaced with the Schmidt number for mass transfer.
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The heat flux from the recirculation zone is evaluated directly from a Nusselt num')er
formulation for recirculation wakes behind bluff bodies as:

Nu. = hN = 0.99 ReO. Pr,'8.
km (47)

For a known value of heat flux through the flameholder, the rate of surface vaporization is
evaluated by breaking the liquid film into 10 subgroups. In each subgroup, the vaporization
process is assumed to be controlled by the vapor pressure corresponding to the mean liquid film
temperature within that subgroup (See Figure 18).

The heat flux into each subgroup is responsible for two physical effects. The heat is used to
provide the latent heat of vaporization and provide sensible heat to elevate the bulk liquid
temperature.

For the initial subgroup, the entrance mass flowrate is the prorated portion of the fuel
collection rate. Thereafter, the entry flowrate consists of the prorated collection rate plus the
unvaporized liquid fuel from the preceding subgroup.

The entrance fuel temperature for the initial subgroup is the droplet bulk temperature as
evaluated in the spray vaporization subroutine. For succeeding subgroups, the initial fuel
temperature is evaluated from the mixture of captured fuel at droplet temperature and liquid fuel
film at elevated temperature.

The solution in each subgroup for the liquid temperature rise and vaporization rate requires
an iteration process. The initial guess on vaporization is evaluated at the fuel entry temperature.
The latent heat required to accommodate this vaporization is subtracted from the heat flux and
the excess used to increase the bulk film temperature. A new vaporization rate is calculated at a
mean fuel temperature between entry and exit. The solutions for vaporization and temperature
rise are repeated until convergence occurs.

This process of finite element solution, if the subdivisions are fine enough, allows a
relatively simple evaluation of the vaporization rate for nonadiabatic walls and a nonuniform
liquid film temperature. It may be made as exact as desired by decreasing the subgroup size. This
may be very desirable for solutions to multicomponent fuels (such as JP-4) where the latent heat
of vaporization and surface vapor pressure are strong functions of the bulk liquid temperature.

The partitioning of the heat flux, Equation 43, and the forced diffusion process, Equations
46 and 46, may be combined to yield:

__ ~~~N D,- (T )+ (NmDMW )A~p.ln ()(48)
wf .,RAJ,T pO,-pv

where Cp, A and p. are all functions of TF.

The functional unknown in this group is T, , the average film temperature. Once T, is
known, the mass efflux is known from Equation 45. The form of the efflux response to T, is such
that a critical film temperature exists, when p, = p., where infinite flux exists. For JP-4 and 10
psia static pressure this is 180°F. A very careful analysis is required to iterate to a successful
answer. A typical result is shown in Figure 19 for JP-4 fuel and flow conditions of 250 fps, 275°F,
10 psia.
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Figure 18. Finite Difference Solution Procedure
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Figure 19. Surface Vaporization vs Fuel Collection Rate for Two Levels of Wake Temperature

(4) Flameholder Wake Reclrculatlon Rate

In a manner analogous to the definition of the collection efficiency, we will define a
recirculation efficiency, K,. This efficiency relates the mass flowrate into the wake of the
flameholder to the mass which flows through the projected blocked area of the flameholder:

= p.V NK,. (49)

This recirculation flowrate is the mass which is transferred by turbulent diffusion across the
free shear layers aft of the flameholder. These layers form the boundaries of the backflow wake
aft of the bluff body. If we look at this wake volume as a homogeneous region with mass transfer
across the boundaries, the recirculation rate may also be written as:

pVo (50)

If the wake volume and residence time may be evaluated es a function of the geometric and
flow variables, then the recirculation rate may be evaluated from the known variables without
resorting to the much more difficult solution to the effective transport across the shear layers.
This approach has been taken by the majority of investigators for wake processes (References 5
through 11).

The approach relates the wake volume and residence time to the controlling aerodynamic
and geometric variables, such as:

Blockage ratio
Vee gutter apex angle
Flow Mach number
Pressure, velocity, temperature.
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Once these are known, the recirculation rate calculation proceeds as follows:

war = P. Vo/. (51)

V. C,(L/D)(B/D)N'. (52)

If we nondimensionalize the residence time with respect to velocity and characteristic dimension,
flameholder width, we have:

7' TV. (53)
N

vapaVo (54)
W-r =N 7(

Now, from Equations 52 and 54, we have:

p.V.Cv(L/D)(B/D)N

From this and Equation 49, we may write:

K, = Cv(L/D)(B/D)(T')-'. (56)

The value of the shape coefficient, C,, was determined by assuming that the wake was
similar to a two-dimensional ellipse which is truncated by the flameholder at its forward edge.
The value used is 0.80.

The data presented in References 6 through 11 were reduced to a series of curves which
describe the effect of vajious parameter, on recirculation rate. The functional groupings and the
corresponding figures are:

L/D vs Mlockage (Figure 20)
LID vs Apex Angle (Figure 21)
LID vs Flow Mach Number (Figure 22)
B/D vs Blockage (Figure 23)
B/D vs Apex Angle (Figure 24)
7.' vs Blockage (Figure 25)
7. vs Air Temperature (Figure 26)

The only one of these which dc-A not follow directly from the cited references is the
temperature dependence of the recirculation zone residence time. The data available were taken
over an extremely limited inlet temperature range so that no dependence could be determined.

The shape of this curve was drawn by assuming that the forcing function for the
recirculation mass flowrate is the turbulence generated at the recirculation zone boundary. Since
the viscosity of the free-stream inhibits this formation, the curve is drawn to follow the increase
in viscosity with temperature exhibitf I by air.
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L =Wake Length
D =Gutter Width

1.3 Mo = Approach Mach No.-...0
M2 = Lip Mach No.
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Figure 22. Wake LID vs Lip Mech Number
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Figure 26. Influence of T, on Residence Time

For a typical analysis:

V. =250 fps
T. - 275-F
r - 0.25
a = 600

Mach No. = 0.189

we obtain:

L/D = 7.87
B/D 1.55

= 36.9

or:

K, = 0.265.

Expressed in direct values, at 10 psia static pressure and with a 2-in. flameholder:

Wake volume = 39 in." per inch length
Recirculation rate = 0.034 Ibm/sec per inch length.

The total duct flowrate for this case is 0.51 Ibn/sec per inch length. For this case, 6.7% of the free-
stream flowrate is recirculated to provide ignition for the remaining 93.3%. The average residence
time is 24.6 milliseconds.

Before going on to the reaction kinetics in the wake, a couple of observations are in order
here with respect to the applicability of this recirculation approach.
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The majority of true gaseous phase stability limit data may be correlated with a
dimensional grouping of the form:

=fcn If'a).p.NT, %I

An example from Reference 12 is shown in Figure 27.

For gaseou, stability analysis. this curve follows a fuel-air functionm of form similar to the
kinetic rate function vs fuel-air ratio. Hence. the limit represents a balance bet-seen the
recirculation rate and the kinetic mass conversion rate. This then implies that the grouping
V...Ip.N'T.' ' represents a gmruping for the recircul*"tion rate.

From kinetics, the reaction curve follow% a shape related to AiV,,'; for second-order
reactions.

For fixed geometry and flow conditions:

Ap.\'.C ,tj!A M BD )\ .•
A = Wo, -

P" C.IL'IBD+N3 I

" = (RT.--

Combining these we have:

A P Vs 1 1p.
Vpl' RT. rN I•

A ! Va 462'

I we introduce the temperature dopendtmce of r' as r' aT."I-. we obtain:

A V.
- = constant X ,.

This is extremely close to the data congation and substantiates the functional form of the
recirculation analysis.

(5) Rechculaftn Zone Reaction Kinekwt

The recirculation zone wake of the bluff body stabilizer is analyzed by assuming that it
behaves similarly to a well-stirred reactor with the volume and mass entry rate known from the
results of the RECIRC analyses.

Analyses of well-stirred reactors have been presented by numerous investigators and the
analogy to actual combustors and bluff body wakes studied (Referemces 13 through 21 ). The basic
thesis of these studies is that the performance of the reactor may be evaluated from a balance
between the mass entry rate and the kinetic conversion rate. For the purpose, of these stucdes, we
assume that the entire wake volume is available for reaction and that the mixing is very rapid.
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Mixture Pressure
Sym Flameholder d Fuel Temp (-R) (atm) Notes Ref

Disks 1.6 Propane 550 1/3 to I Mean Curve; 12
ilD'sks 1.6 Kerosene 1030 - 1 Wide Data Scatter 22
A w90 Cones 1.4 Kerosene 1030 - 1 22

4 Hemispheres 1.1 Kerosene 1030 - 1 22
0 60 V-Gutter 1,73 Kerosene 900 - I Approach 4 - 2-5% 5
0 60* V-Gutler 1.73 Kerosene 900 - I Approach - 10'!. 5

90, V-Gutter 186 Kerosene 139-0 - 1 22
*/ Round Channel 1,46 Kerosene 1390 - 1 22

0Cylinder 1.33 Kerosene 1390 - I Tra, sverse Flow 22

16 Rich T T T__~h""I '- I

1.4E g4.

___#A

1.2_ 2A
V - Flow Velocity at Fiameholder. fps
d - Baffle Width or Diameter. ft

de.Ethictive Dimension Ratio (Soo Above)
1.0 P o - Reference Pressure - 1 atm

ra ,Static Pressure. atm

to -Mixtuire TotN Temperature, R

06 0

Lean

f3 4 6 10 15 20

Vdd xO10 1. 00
Stabdity Correlation Parameter P- T 1 x 1000 . ,o

Figure 27. Baffle Stability Correction
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These assumptions result in an optimistic evaluation of the kinetic limits which we will correct
later.

The following analysis follows the development of Kretschmer and Gdgers (Reference 21) for
lean wake fuel-air ratios. The general form of the reaction of hydrocarbon fuels prtnreeds in
essentially two major steps. The first is the pyrolysis and partial oxidation of the virgin fuel to
form short-,ived intermediate species. At the ene )f this stage, the maximum concentration of
carbon monoxide is present. The second stage is the oxidation of carbon monoxide to form carbon
dioxide. This latter step 'i, much slower and serves as the rate-controlling process. The slower CO
oxidation results in the very close similarity of reaction rates for a wide range of saturated
hydrocarbons.

The general form of the conversion equation may be written as:

dm. It Xr'-C/T

dt = R 11 x" 0 V,,pn ft (64)

for gaseous flow into a well-stirred reactor, this becomes:

A Mk(m+1) ,. e-VlTS='p R "yf X ." T""---f (65)

For the amsumed single-step reaction process postulated here, the reaction mass balance is (for
propane fuel):

oC,Hq + 50, + 5mN, -- 3ye CO, + 4y(H,O + (66)

(O-y)CJH, + 5(l-yt) O, + 5mN,.

Also, a linear efficiency vs temperature function is assumed:

T T, + fAT. (67)

From these equations, the stirred reactor loading capability may be written as:

"A k(m+l) [5(1-yd]* [€-Yft"-a e CAT'I.AT(

V1p1" R,nye 15(m+1) + € + yej" [T,+E1TJn-O'("

Based on comparison of predicted results with available stirred reactor data, Reference 21
recommends the following values for this reaction:

n: for 0 <1, n=20
for , >1, n=2/0

•: a=n/2
C: C - E/R, See Figure 28.

This yields:

A 1.29 X 10"0 (m+l) [5(l-ye)J, (-ye)o ec't...T)' (69)
"V ,"• " (0.08206)20 yt[5(m+l) + 0 + yell# [T,+,ATI

for lean mi tures.
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Figure 2•. Variation in ActiUation Energy with Inlet Temperature and Equivalence Ratio

While the rcsults presented above are from one reference, similar results have been obtained
by others for the same problem.

Lonogwell and Weiss (Reference !3) present the following results for lean and rich operation:

Lean:

A e"- 4'k r [2 6(1-0] (1 -0)
V ,p1A 4 1,t0 k, e 4,[.1.76 4- qj (1.,36 - ) (70)

Rich:

A 430 ke~ ( N _______________ (71)
Vp'4  'l>' 4.76 + 0.01,p (11+ 7it)

%%,here

k= 1.67 × 10 'n litre'" !°lK°'I i-m-moleo°. see
k2 = 1.11 x 10" litre /°Kj.A gm-mole.S sec
E..4.2,0(X) gm,-cal/gi n-mole.

The solu tion procedure utilized in the WAK E subroutine utilizes the results of RECIRC as
a defini ion oft he entry rate, A. and the zone Volume, V,, the equivalence ratio is from Equation
20 and the reulths of 131, 132, 13:3 and RECIRC. The ideal tempcrature rise. AT, is read from curves
of AT ,versus wake fuel-air ratio, inlet temperature, and static pressure for the specified fuel type.
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An iterative solution procedure solves for the efficiency, t, where the known value of AN/Vps agrees
with the predicted value as a function of e. The complexity of Equation 70 or 71 requires this sort
of reverse solution.

The behavior of the solution is shown in Figure 29 for inlet temperatures of 30tO and 400 0K
and equivalence ratios of 0.8 and 1.0. The wake efficiency decreases at an increasing rate until the
decay slope becomes infinite. At this point, the wake reaction process is said to have blownout.
If we plot the locus of the blowout points as A/Vop 2 versus equivalence ratio, we obtain a classical
blowout curve. This curve, except for magnitude, represents the classical results for gaseous fuel
data from wake-stabilized flames. This is shown in Figure 30.

This analysis tends to overestimate the limits of blowout velocity when compared to
available data. To reconcile this, comparisons were made between predicted limits and actual
limits for available data (References 22 through 28). The correlating ratio between predicted and
actual was 3.55, i.e.:

( A.
S3. )m. (72)

( .Pr max At

In the analysis, the calculated recirculption rate per unit volume is multiplied by this factor
before solving for E. In this manner, the predicted limits and available data are numerically equal,
and the efficiency response towards blowout follows the theoretical curve.

The reason for this error is most likely either imperfect mixing or lack of full utilization of
the wake volume for reaction. The approach used above will account for either one of these.

100

NO ¢ f 1.0

C 90
"G 4) ffi 0.81.

w 300300
C

o

E

400 -

--- Blowouts" 70

A/VP2 or V/PNT 1"7  - 1340

Figure 29. Stirred Reactor Kinetic Efficiency vs Loading Rate
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(6) Turbulent Flame Spreading Rate

The turbulent flame propagation into the unreacted free-stream is initiated in the shear
layers of the wake. The model used (subroutine ST) related the local turbulent flame speed to the
local aerothermodynamic conditions and performs a finite difference integration of the flamt
front penetration starting in the wake and proceeding to the exhaust nozzle.

For the purposes of current analysis, the following assumptions were made:

1. Uniform airflow profiles

2. Uniform fuel-air ratio

3. Incompressible acceleration of free air velocity by the flameholder blockage
with no induced profile

4. Known wake size and reaction efficiency

5. Two-dimensional ducted flame.

The schematic of the situation which is analyzed is shown in Figure 31.

The approach flow, at known levels of pressure, temperature, velocity and fuel-air ratio, is
accelerated by the blockage of the flameholder to velocity U, where:

(-V. (73)(1-r)

where:

U - Velocity at flameholder tip
V. - Approach velocity
r - Blockage ratio.

At this point, Station 1 of Figure 31, an induced turbulence level is calculated from:

to=[Cdr +(l.)" )}IT (74)

This equation (Reference 12) relates the turbulence intensity, to, to the blockage ratio and the
S... . flameholder zero blockage drag coefficient, Cd. - .......

At this location, the turbulent flame velocity calculations are initiated. The equation used

for the local flame speed is the Karlovitz equation (Reference 22):

St = Si + (2u'S,) (75)

where:

St - Turbulent flame speed, ft/sec
Si - Laminar flame speed, ft/sec
u' - RMS turbulence velocity, ft/sec.
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The value of u' is:

U" = f , U.

An additional term is required to relate the resultant flame speed to the level of
recirculation zone reaction efficiency. As the wake efficiency and temperature decrease, local
areas in the flame sheet appear where ignition does not occur. Since the model assumes a
continuous flame sheet, we model these local areas of no ignition by reducing the overall flame
speed. A reduced fame speed results in lower overall combustion efficiency which is similar to the
effect of locally zero ignition. The model uses the following equation:

St" = St . (77)

The initial value for the augmentor efficiency is the wake reaction level on a mass weighted
basis. Expressed as an equation this is:

7. *- -. (78)
ma

where:

1., - Initial efficiency
7. - Wake efficiency

mn, - Wake mass flowrate
m. - Total duct flowrate.

The type of flame utilized in this model is a zero thickness flame which separates a region
of unreacted propellants from a region of comp!etely reacted products. From this set up the
average local augmentor efficiency is simply the ratio of the transverse flame penetration, Ay, to
the duct width, W, (see Figure 31).

To be consistent, the transverse location of the flame front at the initial caiculation station

is taken to be:

Ay, = . W (79)

This va!ae is assigned to the first axial station, which is assumed to occur halfway down the
length of the recirculation zone. From visual observations of wake-stabilized flames, this is the
approximate location of transverse flame initiation.

From this location dowi stream to toe exhaust nozzle, the flame front transverse location is
calculated by a finite difference integration of the local flame speed. Several axial profiles are
introduced as the integration proceeds. These are:

" The turbulence intensity is decayed from the value generated at the aft
flameholder lip (Equation 74) at a rate inversely proportional to the square
root of axial distance over an effective jet length. The final value is set at the
initial turbulence level. The effective jet length is set at 10 L/D where the D
is the open area distance between adjacent flameholders.

"* The velocity of the unreacted fuel-air mixture is retained at the level
generated at the flameholder lip. Measured profiles from several ducted
flame test rigs support this assumption.
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* A term is introduced which relates the local flame speed to the local average
duct combustion efficiency, peaking at 50%. This treats the counteracting
influences of reduced heat loss as efficiency increases and the reduced free
oxygen concentration. Local rates which follow roughly a sine wave function
have been reported from duct data.

An additional term is added to account for the reduction in flame speed of a fuel spray
compared to a premixed flame. This term relates the ratio of effective flame speed to premixed
laminar flame speed following the results of Reference 30. It accounts for the complicated
interactions during flame spreading in an evaporating spray in a simplified manner. The effect of
the liquid droplet diameter is shown in Figure 32. The droplet diameter utilized in the analysis
will be the mean diameter as it exists at the flameholder trailing edge.

80 I
Fuel Concentration = 48 mg/1

o 60 _ _40

SI

o .E

20

OL. 20 hI

0 20 40 60 so 100 120 140 160
Droplet Dia - microns

Figure 32. Flame Speed for Monodisperse Tetralin Spray

Analysis of the terms utilized for evaluation of the laminar flame speed term, S',, has
res,..,e! in the following (Reference 23):

0 20 6 (80)

where:

Afsf t laminar flame speed at 1 atm and 5

* = equivalence ratio
T. = air temperature, OF
X.* = oxygen mole fraction.

The influence of pressure b, indeterminate at this time and has been incorporated as v'p for
subatmospheric data and no influence for pressures above I atmosphere.
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Several results have been generated from this model in its current stage of evaluation. The
first is shown in Figure 33 for a 60-in. duct. 2-in. flameholder, and 2.5rc blockage at 25)0 ft/sec
entrance velocity. The curve shows a significant rate of increase in efficiency between 0.0)50 and
0.060 fuel-air ratio and a steep decline past 0.090 f/a.

Figure 34 shows the local values of efficiency versus axial length for a fixed duct width and
various flameholder widths. For this case, the blockage is proportional to the width. The
interacting effects of increased lip velocity and increased induced turbulence are such that the
net effect is reduced overall efficiency as the blockage is increased. Since in this case complete
wake reaction efficiency is assumed, som- of this effect will be reduced by the decreased wake
efficiency as the flameholder size is reduced. This blockage effect is in agreement with results
from the experimental portion of this program.

The effect of free-stream turbulence is shown in Figure 3.5. The anticipated effect of
increased flame speed generated by the higher turbulence was verified.

The effect of reduced wake reaction level on the overall efficiency is shown in Figure 36. The
relationship is such that near the peak flame speed levels, a unit reduction in wake efficiency
results in less than a uni* reduction in overall efficienct'. This implies a reduced sensitivity of the,
overall efficiency to oscillations of the wake efficiency relative to what was previously assumed.

A companion program to this, Contract F33615-76-C-2024. utilized a correlation for
augmentor efficiency called the "Beta Correlation." Since this correlation represents a fairly large
body of test data, comparison of 'he results of this subroutine with the Beta Correlation is a quick
way of comparing the model to test results. Two comparisons are shown in Figure 37. As shown,
good agreement is achieved.

800
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60• 6o

E
0
CM 40
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S20 -. -N = 2. Y' 0.25
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0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1C
Fuel-Air Ratio

rD t34I'9

Figure 33. Average Efficiency vs Fuel Air Ratio
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Figure 35. Effect of Turbulence
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2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

a. Test Apparatus

The study experiments were conducted in a ihbiiler platei c.omhblit1,,n -'.Vtem in ,hich the
pressure. temIerature. ga% fhl, and flameholder ins.tability in an ailicmentor were -im!,lated The
circular crs-s-.sctional rig was designed and built under an independent Pratt & Whitnt-'
Aircraft (;rup re.earch program. The simulator wa. designed so that %ariz, c-nfieu'ar-'i,,n
changes including flameholders. %pravhars. and ditances betvieen refle•tive point' cohld hw
easily made for diagnostic evaluation.

A drawing of the test rig is .shosn in Figure :i. The rig is made up 4f an inlet refle, t I iq, r
plate. inlet case. fuel iniection case. comhustion case. tran.-ition flange, and a variahle area
exhaust nozzle. Photographs of the test hardware are shown in Figures :19 thritugh 47.

The orifice plate lFigure 391 provide% the 'vstem up-team retlective point The ",,erall
s.ystem length can he varied from 162.4 to 119.4 inches by the Iocation choen fior the ,irtfie pl•te
It can be placed at the entrance or exit of the inlet case. The inlet case i Figure 4-m i,. 3 9 minhet
klng. When inlet temperatures acove &9)-F are desired, the inlet case is replaced with a heater
burner that consists of a burner can and fuel nozzle cluster mounted in a ixiler plate h,,i',ng All
high temperature •,X to I:1,m)MF, testing *a* done with a s>-tem length of 119 4 inch*-..

The uncooled fuel injection section WFigure 41, is :194 inches long and has two in•ecti,,n
planes which can be fitted with either three liquid fuel or three gaseou, fel spraybar%. Tvpit'al
liquid and gaseu~s sprayhars are shown in Figure 42. The primary and se,,ndarm injectifn plane,
are located S and 40 inches. respectively, upstream of the primary tlamehol*c'4" .location The,
zone I spraybar is located on the rig centerline. The zone 2 and zone 3 ApravharN are l, cated 2I.A
inches outboard of the rig centerline. The location and the spray direction of the liquid fuel zones
are shown in Figure 40. The injection direction for each zone was the same for the ga.- Apra% bar'.

The combustion section (Figure 44) is a water coowled duct 12 inches in diai'eter. 76.6 inche,
long and h&- a primary and secondary flameholder location. The primary flar.ieh, der lewation is
#9..5 inches from the nozzle exit plane and th, secondarr location is 47.5 inches from the n-,,zlt
exit plane. Either position can be fitted with three "'V'" gutter flameholders of :375 and 52'.
blockage. 1:1 and 2:1 length to width, and draft angles of 22.5 and 450. An ox'yacetylene pilot
burner is mounted in the recirculation zone of the center flameholder. This burner can pr#,, ide a
continuou.s ignition siurce and was used to supply the variatioms in heat addition. The vari,,is
flameholders configuratiomns are shown in Figure 45. The centerline of the three flameholder z,,n'.
are aligned with the centerline of the respective fuel spraybar zones.

The water cooled transition flange WFigure 461 . hanges the rig flowpath from circular to
rectangular to match the variable area nozzle. The -0-a ist nozzle assembly is designed to permit
continuous variation of exit area over a wide rangt ,t choked operating conditions. The no-zle
assembly consists of (1) two remotely actuated t,+'tndr;cal water-cooled rods. 41: inches iai
diameter on one end and 1'. inches in diameter on I-Fe other. Q2) two semicylindrical side wall
plugs, and (3) two flat plate sidewalls. Moving the rid-, in and out of the duct. with and without
the side wall plug., results in a geometric area change ranging from 16.1 to 112.9 in.S Figure 47
shows the possible geometric area extremes. The rods have been provided with total pressure
ports on the upstream side and static pressure taps on the sides of the rods. so that at an% rod
position there is a minimum of five total pressure and four static pressure pickups per rod in the
duct. As shown in Figure 48, each rod is driven independently by a linear actuator powered by a
24 volt dc mot-r.
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Figure 42. Fuel Spraybars
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a. Variable Area Nozzle Actuator Assembly

b. Nozzle Actuator Assembly

FOguE.48 Nozzle Actuat~r A3.%,#mhbli
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b. Instrum~ntatlon

T"he instrumentation. listed in Table 2 was. used its monttrw the followMing tes*t parameter.

* Airflow
* Fuel floii
di Rig inlet to~tal pre-..ure and temperature
* Comhustor inlet total pre-saure and temperature
* r~~: x;i: zr~ta! prc4iar*e
"* 0omhustor prea~aure ovwiilla'iom,4
"* FPi temperature. M-~wrate. and press-ure
"* Vrltwit% changes in duct
"* Temperature chanic" in coinhustor
"* Flamehe'lder *kin tempratiures
"* Nolt burner ozxgern and acetylene fltvw rates
" Fuel air rati o upotream of the l1amehewider and ina the flameholder make

['he data aerv rei-.sde'd hv an automnAtic data recording mor~m and reduced through the
IBM 3701. 161 ctomptiter *vstemn

Special te-.t item4 unique to thri prneram are dviscij*ed in the fivil' 'sine paragraph-

The comnbu'stor vaso instrumented with five high.respovxe Kisler %14Ael OKUA preesure
tranoiducers WFagrim 491 ti, determine bw4h the frequency and type to( uave eorcumrng during
comhustwn nimtah~iat% The axial and angular krcatarns for each 4f the Ki~tler* are %hewn in
Figure AiA The phase rvelatonship, and relative amplitude of the 'uscillations. sensied by the
tranaidacer% loorsted at minem alik domn the rig. prwvwidcd the nevessarvi nfonnatatio to, identify the
wave pattern and amplitude gains during rumble opotratowi

An oxi-aret~lrn#e pilot Itorh %a. mo-unterd ina the rerrrijinlatm eine #4 the center
flan'elutider Thts t-orth pri'uled ointinurnu% ignitiont and aimunlated piloting hi wake hen!

The center llaimeh44er pauuatuetm. ume 1. wa* instrumented with twotikin thernn'-wouple4.
flse,. were attarheii 1- the up-!ream ideo #1( the **'C* gutter on the 1 12, 1.,2. and 1,2

01.6 flamehoulder .ngrtosA tyicpral thermoironpie lowation is% ahwn in Figure Mi).

Twot four-inch diameter vvcvor glass virt~aig ports wer, lo-rated IV'a apart at the trailing
edge o4 the twrunari ftxmehr~der to that high speed ciJ~w mottion pasturr*esculd be made during
stteadi-otate and rumble ep'pearimns to prtottdr "vn~parati-e data om Mmo dynamic'. and
namrbiustino- Tzao air-cw.Jed iontzation probes 'Figure t are used to, determine Ca- temporrature,
trcrease -tr Pirw.ae th temperature, changes are clwveiated with 'irl-rtt i-hang"- dletected hy
a %train grae attAChed t. a target Prbe upstream of the flam#+vjdees The "rTrelataem between
Incat temprarture anM %eLcity changf- proio-de additionial data on the rumble, meehuniesrn

T1he fuel tatulcizatiti prob is located lust upstmrea ofthe flamehitlder and ran he tra~veraed
&cMOOh fa Ider Fgure Via The Purporto 14 this pirobe is t-o sample the fuel-air mixture prot
uPstreamn 1( the flameholder and preaede a meaons of quantifning the arrontnt 4f liquid and
%opiovred fuel present
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c. Test Program

Concurrent with Task I analytical studies, an experimental program was conducted to
verify the analytical model and to determine values for portions of the flame stabilization model.
Studies were conducted over a range of fuel-air ratios to evaluate the influence of gutter geometry
and blockage, pressure, temperature, velocity, and fuel vaporization level. Additional tests were
made to evaluate the inflitence of heat addition to the wake and the influence of inclined
flameholder gutters.

Planned test series (Figure 51) were designed to cover a range of inlet conditions typical of
augmentors, especially the conditions which simulate the effect of the cold, fan duct airstream in
turbofan engines. Particular emphasis was placed on the cold air influence, since turbofan
augmentor experience at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft has shown that rumble may he reduced or
eliminated by alterations to the cold-stream flameholder alone.

The test matrix included varying the fuel-air ratio, blockage ratio, flameholder geometry,
inlet temperature, pressure, fuel distribution and vaporization. For each sequence of test
variables, a sampling probe was installed to measure the local total and vapor phase fuel-air
ratios upstream of the flameholder. For several tests, two sampling tubes were mounted in the
downstream wall of the center flameholder for measurements inside the near wake region. A
Beckman Model 402 hydrocarbon analyzer was used to measure on line the data from the
upstream probe and the wake tubes.

After completion of the first test ser-es, the test program was modified. The revised test
program shown in Figure 52 was a composite program combining the test requirements of both
the Flameholder Combustion Instability Study and the companion system model, Contract
F33615-76-C-2024, into a single test program to cost effectively gather the most data. The test
matrix was not significantly changed from the original program, i.e., most of the original items
to be investigated were still included. The only item deleted was the effect of fuel injection system
stiffness because (1) a concensus of the investigators believed its impact on the program was
minimal, and (2) more test time could be allocated to the other suspected mechanisms. Most of
the test program changes were reflected in the test operating conditions. In the original test
matrix, bands of pressure, temperatures, duct Mach numbers, and fuel-air ratios were given, The
Series I test results, however, specifically defined the test conditions of interest within the
capabilities of the system. The resultant test conditions are shown in Table 3.

d. Experimental Program Problems

(1) Series I Testing

The primary purpose of the Series I testing was to determine stability characteristics of the
test rig, which would serve as a baseline for the Series II test program. A secondary purpose of the
Series I testing was to evaluate the test rig hardware and instrumentation which, for the most
part, had not undergone previous testing.
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Flameholdor Fuel Special Test
Test Point Confliguration Type lnstrumentation Test Conditi.n Test Purpose

l.eX1.2 50% JVI so" aepeat Baseline Pepeat Series I baselineblockaep at 200° and 4O0OF tests to Checkout *,Stew

Inlet tenperature
at 10 psi a:sd 0.1,
0.15 Mach number

S am as I JpE Iso-kinetic probe Teot matrix. Torch Characterization of
rtake F/A probe flowrato variation approach and vaSe fuel-
flameholder T/Cas at 200 and 40*0F air ratio as a function

inlet of velocity. pressure.
temperature and flame-
holder &eometry

3 1.2X1.2 JP4 Wake F/A pcobe Same as 2 S oe a 2
35% blocka&e Plamholder T/C's

4 1.2x0.6 JP4 Some as 3 Some " 3 Same as 2
35% blockage

5 1.2X1,2 J?* NoWe Same as I Evaluate the effect of
35% blockaga flameholder drafting on
220 draft rumbLi and combustion

efficiency

16 I,2X.2 JF4 None Sae as 5 Same as 5
35% blockage
4$° draft

16,OXl2 JP4 Flmeholde:.T/C's, Some " I Evaluate the effect of
50% blockage two turbulence turbulence

screens

Same as 2 C04 Flameholder T/C'. Same as I Kvaluation of gaseous
fuel on efficiency and
stability limits

Smo as 2 JIM fLamehoLder T/ICl Relocate fuel Evaluate the effect of
injectors increased fuel injector

to flameholder distance

t0 Same as 2 JP4 Ftlmeholder T/C's Relocate floe. Evaluate the affect of
holders reduced augmentor length

11 Same as 3 1P4 Elmeholder T/C's Relocate flame- Simulate core stream
holders to nomhnal effects. Evaluate the
position, 1300 1 effect of Augmentor

a Did not test at this point inlet condition Length -shorten cold

Figure 52. Flameholder Model Rig Tests

TABLE 3
REVISED TEST CONDITIONS

Inlet Inlet Equivalence Duct
Test Pressure Temperature Ratio Mach

Number (psia) (OF) OT Number

A 10 *200 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.088

B 10 200 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.155

C 10 *400 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.088

D 10 400 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.155

E 15 *400 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.088

F 15 400 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.155

G 15 400 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 0.238

• Ran 2 or 3 torch flowrate variations at the completion of the iso-kinetic and

wake f/a data acquisition.
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The overall lest rig condition after Series I testing, was very good. No major damage was
incurred. The target probes. ioni7ation probes, viewing window, and a total pressure probe.
however, were damaged during the course of the testing. The damaged probes were repaired with
slight modifications incorporated to improve durability before additional testing. The set of vx cor
glass viewing windows was destroyed early in the first series of tests. It was not replaced during
the remainder of the Series I program because more valuable visual data could be obtained during
later testing after the stability characteristics of the test rig were known. Another problem area
uncovered during the Series I testing was the upstream orifice. The orifice, which had been
installed to provide a known reflective location, was sending a jet of airflow throughout the burner
system at high airflow rates (10 to 13 tbm/sec). This jet was apparently not attached to any wall
surface for the entire length of the burner system. To remedy the problem. prior to Series II
testing, the orifice plate was reworked by plugging the large single hole and rematching to include
sixteen ( l6) smaller holes to maintain the same open area. Since combustion efficiency could not
he determined from the data with an unchoked nozzle, the sidewall plugs, discussed earlier
(Figure 47), were installed in the nozrle before Series II testing to ensure that choked flow could
be maintained and combustion efficiency determined over the full range of operating ,onditions.
The two.phase sampling probe was not operational during the first series of testing.

(2) Series II Testing

Some minor problems were also encountered during the Series II testing. The test facility
ejector system was not operating at specified efficiency and would have r2quired major repairs to
correct the deficiencies. Since combustion efficiency measurements were desired, choked flow at
the exhaust nozzle was required. To maintain choked flow, the lowest rig pressure was limited to
approximately 14 psia and the rig duct Mach number to 0.12 compared to a planned rig pressure
of 10 psia and duct Mach number of 0.155. It was determined that these revised conditions would
provide the required input for the .iodel and the test program was modified accordingly.

Upon completion of the test program, it was determined that the target probe, which had
been modified at the .cnclusion of the Series I testing, was often vibrating at frequencies between
200 and 6W0 Hz when the airflow dynamic pressure measurements were 55 Hz. It was also
determined that the ionization probes were occasionally grounded due to dampness that resulted
in a 60-cycle, high-gain signal Because the test program had been completed when these two
discrepancies were determined, and the elimination of these two pieces of instrumentation would
have only a minor impact on the model input, the data was disregarded. It was felt that
disregarding all of the data would be more prudent than drawing conclusions from data that may
or may not be correct.

The final problem area of Series II testing involved the zone 3 spraybar. After completion of
the testing with turbulence screens, it was determined that the spraybar had been partially
plugged with teflon tape that had been used to seal the fuel system fittings. The tape was
removed and the spravbar recalibrated prior to resuming the test program, but the data from the
previous test sequence involving zone 3 fuel flow was disregarded. This problem also tad a minor
impact on the model input.

3. EXPERIU.1EMTAL PROGCAM.i nR-SULTS

a. Overrll Commont3 and flosult3

The experimental program was structured to evaluate the impact on the combustion process
of the following major variables:

o Fuel-air ratio
a Spray vaporization
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"* Fuel distribution
"* Heat addition to the wake
"* Combustion length
"* Inlet conditions, pressure, temperature, velocity
"* Flameholder geometry and blockage
"* Inclined flameholders.

The test matrices presented in Section 11-2 included a fuel-air ratio excursion at several pressures.
temperatures and flow velocities for each majo- configuration change. Several of these were run
with and then without an oxyacetylene torch min,.ted to provide heat addition to the wake of t he
central flameholder.

The major results of the test program may be summarized as foblows:

* It was not possible to maintain a stable combustion process in the system at
approach flow Mach numbers above approximately 0.12 at inlet tem-
peratures of 200 to 400°F.

* The test data at these lower temperatures exhibited a large scatter and a lack
of definitive repeatability with regard to efficiency. As such, the recorded
efficiencies should be interpreted as accurate only to about ± 10%, absolute.

* A definite correlation was observed between the recorded metal temperature
of the flameholder and the overall combustion efficiency. The correlation
varied from one system configuration to another but was fairly good for each
system.

* The onset of rumble and the decline in combustion efficiency occurred at the
same time, reinforcing the combustion efficiency-driven oscillation concept.

Before going further into the data analysis a test case will be examined to substantiate the
applicability of the two-phase fuel model concept.

The data here are from the first run of Series II after modih2 'ations to the variable area
exhaust nozzle. This run, 7.01, utilized a 52% blockage flameholder % ith 1.8-in. wide gutters. The
septra+'on bet% ,en flameholders and spraybars wes 8 in. The meiured overall combustion
efC..iency ,:-d vt.o'bl, amplitude are shown verses fuel-air ratio in Fit ;res 53 ard 54. The results
indicate s~gnifican'. v,Ptions from premixed behavior in that peak ef, 'iencies occur at less than

n oicnloinetric fuil-air ratios.

Th'e two-phase fuel wake composition equat;Gn:

7 ' +( K

allows foi the existence of a wake vapor fuel-air ratio which is on the rich side of stoichiometric
(' > 1.0) even when the injected fuel-air ratio is lean (0 < 1.0). As the injected fuel-air ratio was
increased, the wake also increased and, being rich, the wake reaction efficiency decreased. Thus,
the overall efficiency would exhibit a peak value while the injected fuel-air ratio was lean. For the
conditions of Run 7.01 (i.e., 400"F inlet temperature, near ambient pressure and 150 fps velocity)
the calculated value of ft, is 32%. The droplet averaged collection efficiency, 6,, is calculated at
85%. The wake recirculation rate, K,, for the 52% blockage is 23%. The percentage of the surface
film which vaporizes, j,, is calculated to be about 40% for a fuel-air ratio of 0.050.
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Factoring these into equation 81 yields:

= (0.32) - (0.68) (0.8,5)(0.4) = 1.325 18219 (0.23)

or a wake fuel-air ratio of 0.066 at the inlet fuel-air ratio of 0.0.50.

As the overall fuel-air ratio increases, the wake fuel-air rativ c, '.1w':s to pace it at :32'-
greater value. At 0.070 overall fuel-air rvtio. the wake is at 0.042. Due to the ver" rapid decrease
in wake reaction capability as the fuel-air ratio exceeds stoichiometric. the overall system
efficiency decreases as we go from 0.050 to 0.070 overall :uel-air ratio.

The data from Run 7.01 indicate peak efficiency at approximately a 0.052 f/a. A premixed
system would produce a ptak value at P1 ut 107ci stoichionmetric. or 0.0728 f/a. This ratio is 1.399
and is very close to the predicted % .ke enrichment ratio of 1.32. These results confirm the
anticipated results of the prc "1" ions.

"he influencp i the fuel vaporization level on the efficiency was studied by two ways. A
purely g'- *,':.' case was run utilizing natural gas (980 CH,) rather than the liquid JP-4. arnd
a test was run with liquid fuel and the spraybar to flameholder separation increased from 8 to 40
in. This ,.ter shift would increase the level of fuel droplet vaporization from 32 to 64Cr at the
400°F inlet condition. This shifts the enrichment ratio (equation 81) from 1.32 to !.17. This test
was Run 9.01 and the 400°F results are shown in Figure 55. For this case the pronounced peak at
fuel-air ratios below stoichiometric is absent. The model predicts the peak efficiency fuel-air ratio
to be 0.062.

120•
Run 9.01
40 in. Fuel Mixing Length neS100 •400OF Inlet Temperature

>" 50% Flameholder Blockage
8

60- 00
"• 0 .0 .

~;6C

.00
E o ±10%

~40

> 20

0 - -
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08

Overall Fuel Air Ratio M 1

Figure 55. Overall Combustion Efficiency us Fuel-Air Ratio
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The longer mixing and vaporization length test producc'i larger data scatter and higher
rumble amplitudes. It is felt that these results are due to the increased time delay between
inJection and stabilization. The longer time delay allows eny gas vel',city oscillatiions to prodiuce
greater oscillations in the droplet velocity through the drag terms. These liquid velocity
oscillations generate fuel-air oscillations at the flameholder which are ultimately seen as
efficiency oscillations, or rumble.

The largest problem which exists with the data as taken is the rather severe fuel ditrihution
errors which were present. The location of the flameholders ond the flow characteristics (of the
spraybars resulted in the center flameholder being run at a fuel-air ratio several timts greater
than the outer ones. This distribution requires that analyses over the overall efficiency data be
done on a multiple streamtube basis.

The flameholders are shown in Figure % for the .52'; hlockage flameholder ( 1.8-in. 'videt.
The open area distribution, from top to bottom. is 15.1. 11.6.11.6.15.1 sq in.. As a percertage this
is 28, 22, 22. 28. For the three 1.8-in. wide flameholder gutters, assuming that the flow streamlines
split between adjacent gutters on an equal basis, the effective blockages are 47.6. 65-. 47.6. The
airflow distributions assigned to the three gutters becomes 39. 22 and "49 of 'he total airflow.

Concurrent with this, the fuel flowrate from the three spraybara was such that the centerline
spraybar was producing about twice the fuel flow of either of the other two spraybars. For a fuel
flowrate distribution of 25, 50. 25 and an overall fuel fuel-air ratio of 0.050. the local fuel-air
ratios, top to bottom, become 0.032, 0.113 and 0.032. The central element is thus operating in a
very rich mode. This wide distribution requires that analysis of the overall combustion efficiency
must be performed as a multiple streamtube analysis.

Utilizing this approach, the 400°F inlet temperature data from Run 9.01 were analyzed.
Figure 57 presents the results of this study. The predicted results are in good agreement with the
test data with regard to the peak efficiency fuel-air ratio and the trend of efficiency versus f/a
The predicted values are lower than the test data, however. The major problem in making these
predictions is the low value of the flame speeds at the fuel-air ratio extremes generated by the
fuel-air distribution problem. As a result, the results are quite sensitive to the value of laminar
flame speed.

This value is currently read from data similar to Figure 58. For a typical data point of Run
9.01, the fuel-air ratios are calculated to be:

Zone f/a Equivalence Ratio
Overall 0.060 0.882
Top F/H 0.037 0.544
Center F/H 0.140 2.059
Lower F/H 0.039 0.573

From Figure 58, the values of flame speed for the outer two zones are at the lower end of the
available data, but the central zone value requires an educated guess. Since this one zone
comprises 22% of the airflow in the test rig, the error produced by this one zone may swing the
results by easily 10% ik.
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For some other data points the reverse situation is true. and the outer two zones have very
lean values, and the local equivalence ratios are in the 0.3 to 0.4 range. Again. the flame speed
va!ues require estimates. For example:

Zone L'xal f/a Equivalence Ratio

Overall 0.041 0.602
Top F/H 0.025 0.367
Center F/H 0.105 1.544
Lower F/H 0.021 0.313

The results of Figure 57 were generated by a three streamtube analysis of the data.
extending the flame speed curve down to 0.2 equivalence ratio and up to 2.0. A symmetric
behavior of the flame speed versus fuel air ratio curve about a 1.1 equivalence ratio was used.

A similar result is shown in Figure 59 for the data from Run 7.01 at 4(00'F inlet and 120 to
140 fps approach velocity. The comments drawn are similar to those from Run 9.01.

This section has demonstrated the agreement between the major tenets of the model and the
experimental results of th,' test program. Good quantitative agreement was observed for
predicted and observed combustion efficiency data, including the capability to predict the results
of fuel distribution changes. This latter effect is observed by the agreement between the results
of Run 7.01 and the predicttons.

b. Specific Results

The following sections will address the specific evaluations of geometric and aero-
thermodynamic variations which were performed during the test program. The effects of fuel
distribution end overall fuel-air ratio have been discussed. As in the previous section, this report
will be concerned with the effects on overall combustion efficiency. The analysis of the impact on
rumble amplitudes is presented in the report on the Lo-Frequency Augmentor Instability Study,
Contract F33615-76-C-2024.

(1) Heat Addition to the Wake

The wake reaction model predicts an increase in wake efficiency and a decrease in rumble
gain factor if heat is artificially added to the wake. This is caused by an increase in the effective
kinetic reaction rate. On the test rig this was provided by an oxyacetylene torch which was
mounted to feed the wake of the central flameholder.

A problem arose during this test in that a limitation on the available torch flowrate
prevented achieving the levels of hcat addition which were desired. The torch heat rate of
0.8 Btu/sec to the wake is equivalent to a 15°F rise in effective inlet temperature or a 3"i increase
in reactor efficiency at a 400'F nominal inlet temperature. At this level of heat addition, the data
scatter normal to efficiency measurements exceeds the level of anticipated improvements.
However, several data points were run during the baseline tests with the 5217 blockage and the
35"; blockage flameholders where back-to-back effects were noted at zero and full torch flowrate.
These results are shown in Table 4. Figure 60 shows the results over a fuel-air ratio excursion for
35%• blockage (Run 11.02). In general, the torch resulted in a small but positive gain in efficiency.

This result is significant in that, although small, it is consistent and correct in direction and
magnitude with the projected effect. Unf.rtunately, the direct impact on rumble amplitude could
not be determined with this slight heat addition.
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"IABLE 4
EFFE(CT OF WAKE HEAT AI)IITI()N ON EFFI('IEN('Y

Run Data Inlet Math Fuel-Air 7",rch t r( ,,:!
No, Point Temp (°F) No. Ratio•O

7.01 2! 410 0.087 0.0751 Y.
7.01 22 408 0.088 0(2 Nil7
7.01 23 413 0.096 0.0A29 N o
7.01 29 396 (P. 12 0.04to)0 "o , 7
7.01 30 3%6 0.127 0.0-122 77,

11.02 40 394 ?.059 ,'). 057 N,
11.02 41 402 0 0.058.05• Y1
11.02 42 408 0.0H3) 0.096 Ye I,

11.02 43 410 0.05 ' 0.097 No 1. loo
11.02 44 402 0.09u: 0.036 N,"
11.02 45 405 0.090 0.037 Yes -,I

11.02 48 410 0.090 0.075 NO 0

11.02 49 411 0.089 0.076 Y(- I> ;
11.02 57 397 0. 1 "1 0.038 No •1 I
11.02 58 398 0.(Y)8 0.038 Yes
11.02 59 398 0.101 0.050 Y.,7
11.02 60 39f, 0.103 0.049 No
11.02 61 400 0.101 0.061 No
11.02 62 401 0.101 0.062 Yes '.. '.
11.02 6& 398 0.102 0.079 Yes 47,

11.02 64 398 0.103 0.079 No (.7"1

100

C.
I•,90"

". Torch On

S80 __

.0

•- "I -- ? -,• _./,

E 70 Torch Off

0

S60i- Tinet = 400 F
60 Mac") No. = 0 10CC

0-
0 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0 03 0 C) I Q

Overall Fuel-Air Ratio

Figure 60. Effect of Heat Addition on Overall ,

Effcieney Run 11.02. 35r' Blocka,•.,' FI'arh, :'dý
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(2) Effect oW Available Combustion Length

The effect of the available axial length after the flameholders was examined by two runs.
Run 9.01 had about 80 in. available for post-flameholder reaction and Run 10.01 reduced this to
about 48 in. These tests were run with a 52% blockage flameholder and a 40-in. fuel mixing length
at 200 and 400°F inlet temperatures. During this test sequence, the fuel was observed to be
trapped by the volume of the ports to the observation windows, and flameholding occurred at that
location as well as the normal flameholder.

Additionally, the shortened available combustion zone levigth pr)duced severe sensitivity,
and rumble or unsteady combustion was prevalent over tfle majority of the test sequence. As a
result of these problems, no useful information could really be obtained with regard to efficiency.

The combustion model predicts that a shorter length results in a steeper axial temperature
gradient near the nozzle inlet and lower overall efficiency. The steeper gradient should have
resulted in an increased sensitivity of the average inlet. temperature to pressure and velocity
oscillations. The gross system behavior certainly agreed with this qualitative prediction.

(3) Effect of Inlet Conditions

The effects of inlet static pressure, temperature and approach velocity are shown in Figures
61 through 63. The effect of inlet temperature, Figure 61, is essentially in agreement with
predictions. The degree of increase in efficiency is lower than was expected, partially due to the
manner of the tests where a fixed level of inlet flow Mach number was set. The fixed Mach
number resulted in a 14%'r increase in absolute velocity at a fixed Mach number between 200 and
400°F which reduces the gain due to the increased reaction rates at the elevated temperature. The
remiinder is unexplained at present.

Although the data is sparse for a fuel-air rat;o effect, there did not appear to be any
significant effects due to the 400 versus 200'F inlet temperature. Analysis of the variations in the
droplet nnd collected film vaporization rates predicted only about a 10% shift in vaporization
rate.

The inlet velocity effect, Figure 62, is also in the anticipated direction. The increase in
velocity reduces the effective flameholder wake reaction efficiency and the effective flame
spreading angle. These effects are modeled in this manner in the analysis, and the results appear
to be of the correct magnitude.

The pressure effect, Figures 63 and 64, is interesting. Although the data are quite scattered,
the general trend is a reduction of several percent in overall efficiency when the pressure is raised
from 15 to 21 psia. This trend is reversed over several data points of Run 8.01 in Figure 64.

The predicted effect of pressure variation on the fan duct combustion process has offsetting
parts. The vaporization potential at fixed liquid temperature is reduced as the static pressure is
increased, but the convective heat flux increases which raises the liquid temperature. This
increase in liquid temperature partially or completely offsets the increased pressure effect of
reduced vaporization potential for these test data. The predicted effect is a slight increase in the
overall efficiency. The data show a slight decrease, which may be scatter, but is not understood.
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(4) Effect of Flameholder Width and Blockage

The structure of the test apparatus did not allow an independent variation in flameholder
width and blockage, i.e., there is a fixed total flow area and number of flameholders. This
coupling of width and blockage produces offsetting effects. The increased width produces an
increased wake volume but also increases the recirculation rate. The increased blockage ratio
generates a higher turbulence level at the flameholder lip and, hence, increased flame speed, but
also increases the flameholder lip velocity which reduces the transverse flame spreading rate.

The predicted overall efficiency as a function of width and blockage was shown in Figure 34.
This showed a decrepse in efficiency of about 10% for an increase from 37.5% blockage to 50';.
The test data, Figure 65, shows about 10% reduction in ic for 35% blockage to 52% blockage ratio.
Although the amount measured is slightly lower than predicted, the agreement is felt to ue
excellent. This section of the model is fel.. to be in an accurate form.

(5) Effect of Flameholder Apex Angle

The geometric variation of flamehoider apex angle was evaluated at the 35% blockage level.
The standard apex angle design is 1.20-in. wide and 1.20-in. for a 53 deg apex angle. The
increased angle design was 1.20-in. wide and 0.60-in. deep for a 90 deg included angle. This
manner of altering the apex angle holds width and blockage constant but reduces the flameholder
surface area by 38%'. This change will thus alter the rate of surface vaporization. Tne increased
apex angle also slightly increases the rate of fuel collection onto the surface and the rate of
gaseous recirculation into the wake and the wake volume.

The test results are shown in Figure 66 for 400°F inlet temperature and 0.07 approach flow
Mach number. The results are very interesting in that the 90 angle flameholder efficiencies do not
exhibit the peak well below stoichiometric that was observed with the 53 angle design. Also, the
overall levels of efficiency appear lower than with the smaller apex angle. Comparison of Run
11.02 and 12.01 at 22 psia static pressure shows that the peak efficiencies are very close although

R 1. . .... ........ , ...... ,ould have been lower.

Analysis of the effect of the reduced available surface area produces about 40% surface
vaporization for the 53 deg angle and 25% for the 90 deg angle. The air recirculation constant, K,.
increases from 23 to 25%, and the collection constant increases from 85 to 87%. The resultant
effect on the wake fuel-air ratio, for 32% preflameholder vaporization becomes:

T + (83)

e53 deg angle: - =(0.32) + (0.68) (0.85)(0.4) =-.25(4
6 (0.23)(1.32 (84)

90 deg angle: I = (0.32) + (0.68) (O.87)0.25) = 0.912 (85)

S0(0.25)

The predicted approach fuel-air ratios for peak wake reaction are thus:

53 deg angle: f/a = 0.051
90 deg angle: f/a = 0.076

In Figure 66 this shift was definitely observed.
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Figure 66. Eltect of Apex Angle on Efficiency

The reduction in peak efficiency level is not in agreement with the predictions, which
expected a small gain. This error is most likely due to the effect on the larger amount of
nonvaporized fuel which leaves the flaineholder.

The static pressure influence may be observed agaii as in earlier comments.

(6) Effect of Free-Stream Turbulence Level

The impact of the turbulence level on the efficiency level was evaluated by the usp of
turbulence generating screens placed upstream of the fuel injector spraybars. This screen
generated turbulence of a small scale suitable for interaction with the recirculation zone shear
layers and the downstream flame propagation rale.

The increased turbulence level produces two basic results within the framework of the
current model. The increased turbulence level produces a higher effective recirculation zone shear
layer mass exchange rate. This increases the effective unit aerodynamic loading and shoulld
reduce the wake reaction efficiency. The turbulence also increases the effective turbulent flame
propagation rate 4ownstream of the flameholder.

The test results are shown in Figure 67 for 400°F inlet temperature and 20-22 psia static
pressure. The increased turbulence level produced an apparent increase of 7 to 10% in overall
efficiency. Apparently, the effect of increased flame spreading rate is dominant over the wake
efficiency reduction in controlling overall efficiency.

Earlier analysis of the impact If free-stream turbulence was presented in the model
development section. The trends are in general agreement with the test results. For example, in
Figure 35, at. increase of 20% in turbulence i.e., 4 to 4.8%, resulted in an increase in efficiency
from 70 to 76%. The test data at 0.055 overall fuel-air resulted in an efficiency increase from 70
to 78%. These cases were selected to yield the same base efficiency, and only the differences are
meaningful.
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Figure 67. Effect of Turbulence Level on Efficiency

The analysis assumed that no decrease in wake efficiency occurred. In reality the wake
decreases due to the higher mass rfcirculation rate which should result in a lower efficiency
increase. However, the screens also produced a turbulence increase greater than the 20% relative
increase used in this analysis. Thus, the match between data and predictions is quite good.

(7) Effect of Inclined (Drafted) Fam9holders

The effect of inclined flam holders was evaluated on Run 13.01 with 12-in. wide gutters
which were angled aft at a 22i leg angle relative to the spraybars. Due to the construction of the
test apparatus, the three iameholders were not para!lel but rather staggered, since the
attachment port for the central flameholder was on one side of the ducc while the upper and lower
flamehoder ports were on the opposite side. The stagger is shown in Figure 68. . . . ....

The flameholder array had a projected blockage of 36% and 1.2-in. gutter width. The swept
ends were displaced 5 in. downstream resulting in 13-in. maximum fuel preparation distance.

Several theories have been advanced for why drafted gutters should or should not improve
performance. Two major theories are:

1. Sweeping the tips of the flameholder gu ters downstream, without moving
the fuel injector spraybars, increased he physical separation distance
between injection and the flameholder. 'I his will result in a highcr level of
fuel vaporization and, thus, less dependence on the surface vaporization.
Based on the analysis of the controlling processes, reduced sutnace vapor-
ization should reduce the wake fuel-air ratio and extend the rich limit. For
the change in distance as tested here, the difference is small.

2. The drafting causes reduced aerodynamic blockage which generates reduced
turbulence and reduced wake aerodynamic loading. The previous test results
for reduced geometric blockage showed this to result in increased combustion
efficiency.
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Figure 68. Inclined Flemeholders vs Normal Location

The "est results, Figure 69, show a gain of 5 to 6% in overall combustion e.fficiency. lhowever,
tht comparison data from Run 11.62, also 35% blockage, are at a slightly higher approach velocity
which should reduce its efficiency slightly. From these data the conclusion is that drafting, by
itself, has little effect on efficiency.

A three point test was run at T = 400'F and 15 psia to evaluate the efficiency fall-off with
approach velocity. The test results are shown in Fifre 70. The severe fall in efficiency with
velocity is as the analysis predicts. The equivalent data from the undrafted gutters are shown for
comparison. No discernible effect is noted which suggests that the wake efficiency versus flame
speed trade is equal. Unfortunately, a velocity blowout limit was not run to isolate the influences.
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c. Conclusions

The agreement with the experimental results which the two-phase fuel combustion model
has generated is very encouraging. The major conclusions from the experimental program are as
follows:

a The major thesis of the two-phase fuel model has been verified.

* External pioting is required to maintain combustion at flow Mach numbers
beyond 0.12 at 200 to 400°F with liquid JP fuels. The turbofan engine does
this by transferring core engine hot gases to the wake of the fan stream
gutters.

* Fuel vaporization processes have a major impact on the combustion process.

* Rumble is not uniquely tied to the flameholder near-wake but is influenced
by it insofar as the near-wake influences the flame spreading rate.

* Rumble tendencies follow the classic lines of combustion instability behavior.
That is, any change which reduces the velocity or pressure sensitivity of the
combustion process or increases the system damping factor will reduce the
instability.

* The largest rumble producing influence which is not predicted by the
combustion portion of the model is the separation distance effect of
flameholder to fuel injector. '[his influence is a result of the dynamics of
liquid fuel oscillations versus air oscillations and the time delay between
injection and stabilization.

* The multistreamtube approach to modeling fuel distribution effects produces
reasonable results. The analysis of the test rig based on three streamtubes
agreed fairly well.

d. Experimental Mechanisms

The specific conclusions regarding rumble drivers are: -

"* Rumble is an oscillation in the overall heat release rate of the augmentor
produced by variations in the flame propagation rate.

"* The downstream flame propagation rate is dependent on the flameholder
wake reaction efficiency. Changes which alt,-r thiq efficiency produce
alterations in overall heat release rate, and sensitivity of the proce•s to
veiocity or pressure oscillations.

"* A fuel-air ratio distribution other than uniform is destabilizing.

"* Any change whch reduces the flame spreading rate is generally destabilizing:

Increased velocity
Reduced temperature
Reduced wake size (residence time)
Pich wake fuel-air ratio.
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* The following postulated mechanisms were rejected:

- Fuel injector flowrate oscillations
- Wake vortex shedding
- Fuel-air ratio oscillaions.

4. PHASE II - MODEL EVALUATION

a. Task I - Comparison of Model

The efforts under this task were essentially groupod into two categories:

* Computerization of Model
* Comparison with other Models and Data.

The two tasks were performed simultaneously as the computer analysis was refined and

predictions compared with available data.

(1) Computerization of the Model

The analyses performed during Phase I were assembled into a cohesive computer proruni
which is capable of analyzing either the core or fan duct stream of a conventional mixed-flow
turbofan augmentor. The program requires as input, a description of the gemetrr of the
augmentor stream and a description of the physical operating conditions to be analyzed.

The operational logic is such that each case run represents a single geometry and operating
point. The program will generate a curve of the axial average combustion efficiency and final
augmentor section performance.

The program operational logic is shown in Figure 71. and the subroutines are defined in
Table 5.

In addition to the augmejtor duct axial efficiency curve, the program evalhates the wake
conditions for fan stream flameholders. Based on the technical development previously
discussed, the duct flameholder wake composition is defined as:

8-= 8, + (1-0,) ,(C,)

The computer code evaluptes these coefficients as well as the degree of wake reaction
efficiency, ij, at the wake fuel-oil ratio, 0, and the wake aerodynamic loading. A/,,, ,,'.

The solution procedure for the droplet vaporization and col!.ction onto the flameholder
proceeds directly. The recirculation rate solution is also accomplished easily. A problerm arose
with the solution for the surface vaporization rate, fl,, and the wake reaction efficiency. n. The
problem was die to the interdependent natur- of 0, and Yj.. The vaporization depends strongly
on the wake temperature which is a function of the wake fuel-air ratio and aerodynamic lhading.
Since the wake fuel-air ratio is a function of ,6, a direct explicit solution is not possible.

Attempts to write an explicit algorithm for the solution did not produce the desired resu t 's.
This failure was primarily due to the nature of the wake kinetics equations which are also implicit
functions of the aerodynamic loading in terms of wake efficiency and fuel-air ratio, e.g.

A- = fc (, (87)
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TABLE 5

PROGRAM SUBROUTINE DESCRIPTION

Subroutine Major Operations

Inject Sets up droplet size groups
Injection vaporization level

Accel Droplet Vaporization and acceleration from
sprayring to flameholder

Collect Droplet collection onto flameholder surface

Recirc Wake recirculation rate and aerodynamic load-
ing

Beta 3 Liquid vaporization rate from surface film

Wake Wake kinetics sokltion

Flame Two-phase fuel flame speed

Flame 2 Gaseous flame speed

The resultant equation set which must be solved is thus:

xi0 00e, + 0 (1 -t, (88)

16, fen (T., ids, ) I(89)

Tw Ta + 7w ATldeaI (90)

Ad, = fcn (T., O) (91)

q, = fcn (T., 0, A/Vopt) (92)

Where the ,. function has the form shown earlier in equation 87.

The known quantities are 9, fi, #, KI, Ta, A/VN,,', and the ATWd.1 function. The
solution should yield Tw, 0, i.. The required flexibility of the analysis should also be able to
recognize the possibility that a solution does not exist. For example, over the range of wake fuel-
air ratios, a maximum value of kinetic capability exists. The analysis must recognize an input set
which produces an aerodynamic loading in excess of this value as an augmentor blowout.

Another failure might occur when the compositional solution (Equation 88) does not yield
a w.i!:e fuel-air ratio which is possible from the kinetics solution (Equation 87). Typically, this
occurs as a rich blowout. Both of these failures are a direct consequence of the input values. The
program is written to analyze a situation which exceeds the physical limits for that particular
geometry and flow field.
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(2) Computer Program Description

The computer code is currently set to analyze a conventional turbofan augmentor with vee-
gutter flameholders. The generalized geometry which is analyzed is shown in Figure 73. The
liquid fuel is injected through a spraybar located a specified distance upstream of the
flameholder. Th2 combustion process is stabilized by the bluff body recirculation zone, and a
turbulent flame sheet propagates into the approach fuel-air mixture. The geometry is two-
dimensional and would represent one streamtube of a multiple stream augmentor system.

The various analyses which were developed previously and referenced in the following
paragraphs are written as subroutines in the computer program. This results in a modular
program with a supervisory MAIN ex-cuting subroutines as required. This approach allows easy
modification of the various analyses ,vithout disturbing the overall program operational logic.

The program first reads the input in NAMELIST format. From the input the two-
dimensional model format is set up. Total air and fuel flowrates are calculated and the core
stream or duct stream option is exercised. The following description details the duct stream
analysis procedure.

From the fuel conditions in the spraybar and the flow field conditions in the duct, the degree
of flash vaporization which occurs during injection is calculated. This percentage of fuel is
allocated to the initial vapor phase.

The fuel which remains liquid is assigned to five equal mass flowrate groups. These groups
are each assigned a mean droplet diameter. The droplet diameters generated by the program
represent the spray formation characteristics of a variable area pintle spraybar. The controlling
size parameter is the fuel injection pressure drop. These data are empirical from Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft data. These five groups thus represent the flowrate versus size distribution unique to this
spravbar type. If a different type of injector is to be analyzed, the droplet sizing subroutine must
be rewritten.

The program then performs a finite difference solution to the droplet acceleration and
vaporization equations by selecting a small time step and solving for the deltas of liquid velocity,
temperature and a delta vaporized from the drag and vaporization/heating equations. The axial
travel of the liquid droplet during this time increment is calculated from the initial and final
liquid velocities. The analysis continues this small time step solution until the axial distance
value equals the spraybar to flameholder separation distance. The acceleration/vaporization
model assumes that the isolated droplet vaporization rite exceeds the rate in spray clouds by a
factor of two. The calculation sums the amount of fuel which vaporizes from all the droplet size
groups and adds this to the amount of fuel vaporized during injection. The sum of these
represents the total term in the wake compositional equation.

The analysis next calculates the percentage of each of these size groups which is collected
by i mpingemetit onto the flameholder surface. The collection rate is calculated for each size group
individually utilizing the droplet diameter which exists for each group after the vaporization
calculations. The total collected liquid flowrate is summed from the collection efficiency for each
group and the liquid flowrate which exists in each group after the vaporization calculations. The
collection rate calculation for each droplet size group is evaluated from droplet trajectory
analyses which were performed and correlated against the geometric variables of the flameholder
system. The details of this were presented in the earlier Phase I results.
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The wake recirculation rate is next evaluated, again following the earlier reported analyses.
The influence curves were reduced to a series of equations or curve reading routines within the
RECIRC subroutine. This subroutine evaluates the aerodynamic loading of the idealized
recirculation zone based on the empirical data earlier presented. The recirculat ion coefficient, K,,
is calculated, and the loading is stored for transfer to the wake kinetics subroutine.

At this point the solution proceeds along the parallel paths of exercising the flameholder
surface vaporization subroutine, BETA 3, and the wake kinetics subroutine.

For the solution of BETA 3, values of wake temperature are assumed for every 200'F
increment from 1000 to 50000 F. For each of these values, the heat flux from the recirculation zone
through the flameholder into the liquid film is calculated. The surface ,aporization is calculated
utilizing a 20-step finite difference solution to the forced convection vaporization problem. The
solution technique is the same as presented earlier. A 20-step solution was found necessary for
convergence of numerical accuracy and to assure a smooth evaluation as the vaporization rate
passes through to 100%. A check is made in the calculation for the ratio of heat flux to the liquid
latent heat at collection conditions. Whenever the ratio exceeds unity, the vaporization is set at
100%.

For each value of wake temperature, the calculated vaporization rate is used in conjunction
with the previous compositional coefficients to define a wake vapor phase fuel-air ratio. This
temperature versus fuel-air ratio array is stored for later use.

The program transfers next to the WAKE subroutine for the kinetics solution utilizing the
recirculation rate from RECIRC and the Longwell reactor model presented earlier. The
subroutine is exercised over a range of fuel-air ratios. The fuel-air ratios are started at 0.020 and
increased by 0.0045. The solution is stored in an array of efficiency and wake temperature versus
wake fuel-air ratio between the lean and rich limits.

These limits are evaluated at the level of aerodynamic loading for the case being analyzed.
The lean limit is the first fuel-air ratio where a kinetic solution is found. The rich limit is found
by a fine grid search backwards from the first fuel-air ratio which fails to produce a solution on
the rich side. The increased accuracy of definition of the rich limit was found necessary since the
rich blowout is the significant failure mode of duct flameholders.

Once this array is generated, the program searches for array intersection between the
BETA 3 and WAKE results. If none is found, appropriate failure messages are printed and
execution stops. If intersection is found, the convergent results of the wake compositional solution
are printed.

The next subroutine, FLAME, performs the finite difference solution to the two-
dimensional flame propagation problem presented earlier. The flame speed base value is altered
by the level of wake reaction efficiency and by the percentage of liquid fuel which is sloughed from
the flameholder trailing edge. This influence accounts for two real effects in the augmentor
transferred to the pseudo-two-dimensional analysis. The wake efficiency is assumed uniform and
continuous as is the flame sheet. In reality, as the efficiency decreases, local regions are generated
where flame initiation in the shear layer fails. Decreasing the transverse speed of the idealized
flame sheet is a method of describing this effect to account for the requirement of flame
propagation normal to the duct into these unignited regions.

Similarly, the sloughed fuel serves to quench local regions of ignition in the shear layers
which also require more normal flame penetration. The inclusion of a vaporization/sloughing
term accounts for this in a two-dimensional analysis.
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Once the flame is initiated, t he subroutine performs a finite difference solution to the
transverse propagation into the free-stream allowing for the axial variations in velocity,
turbulence, etc. This continues until the exhaust nozzle is reached.

For the analysis of a core stream segment the procedure is simplified greatly due to the
complete fuel vaporization. The program sets the wake fuel-air ratio equal to the total fuel-air
ratio and performs the wake kinetics solution at this value and the calculated value of
recirculation. A gaseous phase turbulent flame is initiated, corrected by wake efficiency, and
evaluated downstream as before.

(3) Model Comparison With Ot0her Models and Data

The model for the stabilization of two-phase fuel at low inlet temperatures did not employ
analog data. This model was evaluated against the available literature references. The analysis
of the high inlet temperature core stream stabilization and propagation model was performed by
comparison with the currently used turbojet augmentor efficiency correlations as well as the
available body of gaseous fuel stabilization literature.

The two-phase stabilization model is based on the pioneering research efforts of Marion in
1952 (Reference 31). In his studies, Marion generated the basic concept of flame stabilization
under conditions of flameholder surface vaporization. The testing and analysis were performed
for low volatility fuels (primarily diesel fuel) but the qualitative behavior of the situation is
comparable.

The major consequence of reduced vapor pressure fuels on the process of surface
vaporization is in the location of the equilibrium solution to the~wake vapor-phase fuel-air ratio.
For the reduced volatility diesel fuel employed in Marion's studies two compositional
intersections were calculated. One on the lean side was rejected as a solution due to its lack of
stability. The solution on the rich side was stable, however. The solutions for the more volatile JP
fuels produce a single intersection of wake formative and reaction. This solution lies on
vaporization coefficient less than 1.0. The value may be on the lean side, if the surface
vaporization is 100%, and still be stable.

Figure 72 is a typical compositional result generated by Marion. Figure 74 is a similar result
from the model generated here. The variation in the intersection behevior is the result of the
variations in surface vaporization rates for given wake heat transfer caused by fuel volatility
differences.

Another study on wake flame stabilization with liquid fuels was performed by R. M. Gross
(References 32 and 33). In this study the liquid fuel was injected on the~upstream side of a semi-
porous cylindrical flameholder. Two interesting results from this study'confirm critical sections
of the analysis.

First, Gross' experimental program confirmed the behavior of the surface vaporization
phenomenon as predicted by this study. The experimental efforts employed wake compositional
sampling at various flowrates of the surface liquid film. The observed wae behavior, Figures 75
and 76, show a pleteau in composition. This was observed to coincide wýth the onset of liquid
sloughing from the surface as the fuel flowrate was increased. Essentially this implies that the
vaporization rate maximum value is controlled by the available heat flux from the wake. Any
excess fuel is merely lost. This effect is not linear due to the heat transferred to the sensible heat
of the lost liquid. In fact, th. 3 data may be read as exhibiting a slight recurvature.
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The effect, as predicted by the rumble combustion model, v. as shown in Figure 19 as the
effect of fuel collection rate on the surface vaporization rate. The decrease in percentage as the
total fuel flowrate is increased will yield the same behavior as seen by Gross. The quantitative
shift is due to the lower air velocities used by Gross which result in lcwer mass effect rates due
to the reduced mass transfer Nussett number.

The second major point of the model, which was confirmed by Gross' test results, is the
influence of the approach air velocity on the wake composition (Figure 77). There is little or no
influence at low velocities but a very rapid increase in unreacted composition as the blowout limit
is reached. The sharp oxygen concentration increase is primarily due to the rapid fall-off in
reaction kinetic efficiency. The comparison results (Figure 78) show a sharp decrease in CO, at
the same time. The CO concentration shows an increase at first, due to the failure of the relatively
slow CO oxidation reaction and a fall-off near blowout due to the failure of the CO formation
kinetics. This data tends to confirm the kinetic model of the wake as the controlling parameter
as did Longwell's original analysis (Reference 13) used in this model.,

The augmentor model was exercised against development experience on a mixed flow
turbofan engine. Predictions were made for the fan duct and core stream efficiencies as a function
of altitude at a fixed subsonic flight Mach number. The influence of heat addition to the wakes
of the fan duct flameholders was also predicted, since this was studied on the engine and
produced significant gains in the rumble onset altitude.
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Figure 77. The Effect of the Entrance Air Velocity on the Eddy Gas Composition for the
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The results for the core stream are shown in Figure 79. The behavior follows the classic curve
of efficiency versus fuel-air ratio for gaseous fuels. The peak efficiency fuel-air ratio does not occur
at stoichiometric (0.068 for JP-4) but rather at about 0.055. This shift is caused by the vitiation
of the turbine exit flow due to main burner combustion. For the cases analyzed, the core stream
efficiency is quite good up to very high altitudes. This would be expected at this level of approach
temperature.

The analysis for the fan duct s&ream resulted in quite different behavior. The efficiency
(Figure 80) shows a sharp climb from the lean limit and a plateau of efficiency for some range of
fuel-air ratios followed by a sharp fall towards rich blowout. Also, significant decline occurs above .....
50,000 feet at the ana -zd flight Mach number.

The peak efficiency fuel-air ratio is approximately 0.035. This is due partly to the relative
wake enrichment from the two-phase fuel concept and partly to the loss of some combustion
airflow diverted for liner cooling. The sharp decline past the 0.050 fuel-air ratio is due to the wake
nearing its rich limit. This is accompanied by a rapid decline in reaction capability with
increasing fuel-air ratio.
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Two factors contribute to the rapid dccline in efficiency from 50,1(XI) to ,5.-,otl) Lket. Ilh
reduwed static pressure in the augmentor increases the rate 4f fuel vaporizat ion from itc sir,:( i,,
of the flameholder for a given level of wake heat flux. Also, the reduced pressure rtl, ilt ia
decrease in the -vake rich limit fuel-air ratio. Thus, a richer wake with a leaner rich limit viel.d,
earlier blowouts at higher altitudes. This region is shown in more detail in Figure 81. This rtjoin
is the same altitude region where the developmen, engine experienced rumble instability at fuel
air ratios above 0.050. The predictions are shown below:

Altitude Rum hie Limr it L/a

51,000 0.060

53,000 0.05 8

54,000 0.052

0.038

The e•,*reme sensitivity of this limit unuerscores a recurring develop)ieni en.ine probltehm.
During evaluation testing for rumble limit altitudes or fuel-air ratios. :evere data scatter is
continuously encountered. The fan duct behavior is such that small shifts in the test engine t rinm
or fuel schedwe within normally allowable error hands will generate large changes in the limit
points.

The predicted behavior of the engine is right in the development engine data range under
these conditions of flight Mach number. The total augmentor efficiency versus fuel-air ratio at
50,0MX) feet altitude is shown in Figure 82. These predictions agree fairly well with the enginw
behavior at this flight point. Again the s2vere decrease above aboui 0.0)50 fuel-air ratio is evident.
At these conditions, the general experience rumble limit was in tf.e 0.0)52 range, which agi ces weil
with the predictions.

The influence of wake heat addition is shown in Figurc 8:3. A significant increase in the limit
fuel-air ratio is predicted as well as a slight gain in overall efficiency at lower fuel-air rat is. ThI
dramatic increase in limit f/a at the higher altitudes is primarily due t) the increase in thf.
allowable rich limit wake f/a. The heat addition greatly increases the wake kinetic calability
which expands the rich limit.

Two data comparisons are possible. First, the data from the experimewtal program run f,,r
this study showed an increase of 2 to 4"C' in augmentor efficiency with direct wake heat addit ion.
The model predicts about 4 to 5"; gain for the engine at similar conditions. Second. the enigii',
development experience was an altitude increase of 5000 to) 10,Ca'0 feet, at 0.0.55 f/a, in rumble
limit altitude. The model predicts app, oximately 7000 feet. This hcat additiion on the
development engine resulted in problems not related to this study which precluded its use.

The basic portions of the model were previously compared to the test da;tt from tht-
experimental program and also compared to a generalized turhojet engine efficiency crrel',,tiffn
with go)d results. These comparisons were presented in the earlier section of this report. Typic'i
results are repeated in Figure 84.
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b. Task II - Recommend Improved Designs

This task involved two related elements involving extension of the medel's results into the
area of augmentor rumble elimination. These elements were:

"* Extend the model to other concepts
"* Predict the stability of these concepts.

This task was a relatively minor part of the total program in terms of expended activity but
important in terms of identification of directions for improved turbofan augmentor technology.

The model formulated was derived specifically for the conventional bluff body stabiiized
turbofan augmentor with normal turbulent flame propagation controlling the ultimatc level of
augmentor efficiency. The primary cause of rumble is the dynamic response of these proceases to
fluctuations in either inlet conditions or fuel-air ratio.

This similar augmentor response logic was used for definirg two advanced augmentation
concepts. The analyses for these concepts are less rigorous than for the conventional augmentor
for two reasons:

Considerably less effort was expended

a Less is known about the controlling processes than for the conventional case.

The two concepts examined here are the swirling flow augmentor and the VORPIX
augmentor. In both of these concepts there is an attempt to provide a "hard" pilot rather than the
"soft" flameholder wake region and to reduce the dependence of the downstream transverse flame
penetration rate on the fuel-air ratio. Both of these changes will serve to reduce the augmentor
efficiency response and will generate increased stability limits.

The swirling flow augmentor concept generates an increased flame speed by implementa-
tion of the concept of bouyant penetration in centrifugal force fields. The basic conce7)ts are
presented in Reference 34 and subscale rig test experience in Reference 35. The essential elements
of an augmentor utilizing swirling flow consist of inlet flow swirl vanes, an outer diameter annular
pilot with its own fuel system and zoned circumferential fuel sprayrings.

The outer pilot provides a circumferentially uniform flame initiation. The transverse flame
propagates via centrifugally enhanced turbulent flame speed into the swirling approach flow. The
flame speeds achieved by this mechanism are many times greptcer than from normal turbulent
flame penetrations. fn addition, the driving potential for the flame: speed is the bouyant force
caused by density differences between the burned and unburned gasps rather than turbulent-
kinetic transport. Thus, the variation due to fuel-air ratio excursions is much less.

Figure 85 compares the predicted variation in flame speed versus fuel-air ratio for a swirling
flow and a conventional design. The curves are both normalized to 1.0 at the maximum flame
speed fuel-air ratio. The dramatic difference is evident. This degree of change will reduce the
variational influence of fuel-air ratio excursions on total augmentor efficiency.

The results of the subscale rig testing tended to verify the improved combustion efficiency
over a wider fuel-air ratio range. It also underscored the very strong influence of the fuel
distribution on the augmentor performance. Typical results are shown in Figure 86. This test
apparatus utilized four zones of fuel injection with zone I feeding the annular pilot and zones 2,
3 and 4 located more toward the centerline. The largest efficiency values were obtained by
maintaining as nearly as possible locally stoichiometric conditions.
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The effect of inlet velocity during testing was considerably less than conventional
flameholders as shown in Figure 87. The variation with fuel-air ratio is shown in Figures 88 and
89 at two different auigmentor lengths. The insensitive nature is clearly seen.

The anticipated behavior of an augmentor design utilizing the swirl concept would be an
extremely stable configuration. However, there are several qualifying factors; the major ones are
delineated.

"* The fuel distribution should be designed to produce local stoichiometry as
nearly as possible. The data clearly show that local richness will produce
efficiency declines severe enough to drive rumble instabilities

"* The variational effect of pressure on the flame speed needs experimental
evaluation

"* The pilot must be sized to eliminate any significant airflow dynamic
response. If the pilot responds, the effect will be the same as if the

flameholder wake is forced near blowout

"* More research is required on the fundamental processes involved, particular-
ly the effect of liquid fuel concentration which at present is virtually
unknown.
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Figure 85. Swirling Flow Flame Speed vs Conentional Flame Speed
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The alternative augmentor design to which the rumble model concepts were applied is the
P&WA VORBIX augmentor. This augmentor concept (Reference 36) relies on a pilot burner fed
by high-temperature engine stream airflow. The main fuel injection is into the pilot discharge
flow where vaporization occurs. This fuel rich vapor cloud is penetrated later by vortices of the
fan duct and engine airflows which are driven by mechanical swirling devices. This produces a
central spinning core of cooler air surrounded by hot fuel rich vapor.

This situation produces flow instability where the cooler spinning air attempts to penetrate
the hot pilot exhaust gases. This forces intimate contact between the fuel vapor and the available
oxygen, at temperatures sufficient for auto ignitior. The rate of combustion is primarily driven by
the aerodynamic forced mixing rather than locally turbulent flame speed. Although the reaction
proceeds in a fuel rich gas, the significant kinetics are controlled by the interfacial composition
between the fuel vapor closed and the air core of the vortices.

The subscale test data are typically represented by Figure 90. The system is sensitive to the
secondary air swirler angle since the angle establishes the strength of the penetrating vortex. The
system is, however, quite insensitive to the overall fuel-air ratio.

Similar tests were run with a different form of vortex generator in the fan duct stream.
These data are shown in Figure 91. Although slightly more decrease in efficiency is observed with
increased fuel-air ratio, the decrease is insufficient to drive rumble.

From the results available at this time, the VORBIX augmentor should exhibit rumble-free
operation at a significantly higher altitude than the conventional system. The model cannot be
developed much beyond this point without more detailed information on the basic processes.
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The following comments apply to a correctly designed swirl on VORBIX augmentor:

" The controlling mechanism on relative flame speed has been decoupled from
a direct fuel-air ratio dependence

"* The piloting region has been made dynamically stiffer than a bluff body

recirculation zone

"* The effect of poor fuel vaporization has been reduced or eliminated.

All of these factors generate reduced efficiency response to dynamic variations in fuel-air
ratio, pressure, velocity, or airflow, which in turn causes lower rumble gain factors and improved
stability.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of the exploratory efforts performed under this study, the major drivers of rumble
instability in turbofan augmentors have been identified. The response for a turbofan augmentor
of mixed flow configuration with conventional bluff body flameholders has been quantified and
the major limitations identified. A computer program has been written which predicts the
combustion efficiency of a conventional turbofan augmentor and has been evaluated successfully
against development experience on a current engine. The possible improvements with advanced
augmentation concepts have been explored.

As a result of the analytical and experimental efforts of this study with regard to flame
stabilization and rumble, the following major conclusions have been reached.

* Rumble is driven by oscillations in overall augmentor efficiency caused by the
response of the combustion process to variations in fuel-air ratio, pressure,
velocity, or temperature. These are important in this order.

• Consideration of the physical processes which control flame stability in a two-
phase fuel spray has resulted in the identification of surface vaporization
from the flameholder as a major parameter in the stability and rumble limits.

. The flame stability- -requirements ultimately control the response of the
overall augmentation process through the nature of the turbulent flame
initiation process in the flameholder wake shear layers.

* Rumble irzstabilities are initially driven by a severe decline in the fan duct
flameholding capability as the wake fuel-air ratio approaches the rich limit.
Due- to the nature of the two-phase fuel stability equations, this decline
occurs at total fuel-air ratios well below the rich limit overall.

* Local modifications to the stability level of the fan duct wakes through
flameholder alterations or external heat addition can greatly improve the
rumble onset limits.
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"* Rumble response may be reduced by isolating the flame speed from local
reaction rate or piloting strength and by improving the "hardness" of the
piloting source. Two novel augmentor concept6 offer the promise of increased
altitude capability without rumble. The VORBIX offers the greater capabili-
ty.

"* The conventional flameholder concept in a mixed flow turbofan augmentor
offers limited improvement unless more control over t':V wake composition is
obtained or methods are employed to increase the wake reaction rate.

The augmentor model as currently developed presents a reasonable representation of the
combustion process in the turbofan augmentor. For an increased rumble limit conventional
design, the following guidelines are recommended:

"* The fuel system and flameholder design should be specifically tailored to the
augmentor inlet profile to eliminate locally rich fuel-air regions and operate
at a uniform level of wake aerodynamic loading. These profiles should be
realistic engine data as experience has shown that these are rarely periodic or
symmetric.

"* A high level of wake reaction speed should be maintained by direct engine
stream mixing or heat addition to the wakes.

"* The fuel system should be as closely coupled to the wake as feasible and
consistent with acceptable lean limits to reduce excessive wake enrichment.

"* The fuel atomization should be as great as possible (small droplets) for the
same reasons.

"* Methods of decoupling the flame speed from the local fuel-air ratio offer the
most significant areas of future augmentor design.

"* The predictions of this model should be verified on full-scale engine
evaluation.
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APPENDIX A

TEST DATA

This appendix contains the tabulated and plotted experimental rig data. The following
symbols are used:

T air temperature upstream of the flameholder OF

P rig pressure upstream of the flameholders psia

M Mach number upstream of the flameholder

combustion efficiency

TFHI, TFH2 center flameholder metal temperatures OF

Amp peak-to-peak pressure amplitude at flameholders (7

Freq frequency read from o-graph Hz

Included with this tabulation are the transfer functions for the various pressure probes. The
following symbols art used to define the transfer functions:

P21, P31, P42, P4 3 1 P,, - ratio of pressure amaplitude at the subscript location to the
amplitude at the flameholder.

021, 031, 0 42, ¢4, q,, - phase difference between the pressure at the subscript
location and the flameholder.

f21, fe,, f.,, f.,, f4 - transfer function frequency.
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APPENDIX B
EQUATIONS

The equations which are referred to in the text are presented here for reference.

w= B-1

w, = d ('1-,)•', B-2

Wy = •,B-3

paVA B-4

wiT =w B-5

w*f, = #1rT= ,10 *a. B-6

w*t = wf*. - *", = (1-#,) a . B-7

w.r = r*. = rp. VA B-8

= (1-#,) 0 '.I' B-9

Wr * , .Ir B-10
wrry r 9*aF B.

(f/a)• = = * 1 ,w B-11

,W7 = .r

(f/a)l = (1-,6) 0 B-12

w% = •f•*rr = #2(1-,,) 0 '.r B-13

Sf j•* , 2 •,( w-or B-14

*= wf r K, = 6,o*. r K, B-15

.. . ., *rK, + B-16

w.-w, rK, B-17

W.---- B-18

4* = p, + (1-f,)l B-19K,

01 + 41-I) 01 B-20
e1K,
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EQUATIONS (Continued)

= + (1-0)141 B-21

NUH = 2 + 0.6 Re"' Pr"' B-22

Num = 2 + 0.6 Re'" Sc"ls B-23

KA.i~ piln ( sP vB-24

Nu DMW
K = B-25IR clT.

k NuH
h, = dk NB-26

q =hA.(T.-T) B-27

0= e-- B-28

z = Cp, ,/rkd, NuH B-29

•! = cj - w.A B-30

d-t'- m, Cp 4/3 r (dW2)' pf Cp,

dV, 3 Cd d P (V -VI)' B-32

p.d,(V.-V,)

Re = B-33

S= I, rF, B-34

rW*

*,. = RVI B-36

*, = RV, A
W V,AN

N

5B-37
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EQUATIONS (Continued)

I1
1 " m,. Al,, B-38

A I,

wr- = @,, + %,, + dm B-39

= fCn(Num, p., A.) B-40

p= fcn(T.) B-41

T T , + KAT. B-42

q = *.A + @rr C,, AT. B-43

=fcn (Nu., T., T.) B-44

w CA.p.ln (P. P B-45

= Nu. D, MW
R Ax T. B-46

Nu. = • = 0.99 Re"' Pr0 83  
B-47kmn

q = Wr, C, (T f-T ) + A ( RA-. ) M A.p.In P. B-48

w.r = p.V.NK, B-49

, = iv , B-50

= p. V,,/r B-51

V. = C,(L/D)(B/D)N, B-52

rN- 
B-53

* V. p.V,,
War = N T 13-54

P.V.Cv(L/D)(B/D)N
7, B-55

K, = Cv(L/D)(B/D)(r')-, B-56
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EQUATIONS (Continued)

Vinax fcn (fA) B-57

A = .=,V.C,(I,/)(BfD)N B-58

V0  C,(L,/D)(B/D)NI B-59

P e B W60

A p. Va 1 1 B-61
V.p' WT. rfN pal

A _ 1 Va B-62

A Va
constant X-pN. B-63

dt B-6

A _k(m4-1) eo -eC/T84

V~pn R1'nyt 0 T09B6

*C,H. + 50, + 5rnN, - 3 pe CO, + 4ytH,O + B-66

(0-ye)C,H. + 5(l-yt) 0, + 5mN,

T = T, + ~iT B-67

A =k(m+1) [5(l-ye)J' f-yed"- e-/r--T

V.p" R,nyt 15(m+1) + 0 + yej" [T 1+tATJ'B8

A 1.29 x 10"0 (m+l) [51yf 869#eCT..T
V.p 2# (O.082O6)2#yt[5(m+1) + 0 + ytJ 2*jTi+elTJ B6

A = e k */Tr 2(-)'(-)87
.~p Tfl-2 #to[4.76 + 0 (1.3643kB7

______ _ e-m't(.6 )~ 4.76- t + 0.8 }11e B-71

A

V.p' W. data
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EQUATIONS (Continued)

U = V. B-73

o[cdr +(j.j) r -. ] B-74

St = S• + (2u'S,)% B-75

The Value of u' is:

u= B-76

St' = St • B-77

Mr
VCo = B, " "-78

Ay. W B-79

400.21 B8

--. + (1,) B-81
K,

- = (0.32) + (0.68) (0.85)(0.4) = 1.325 B-82
9 (0.23)

S+( )B-83K,

53 angle: = (0.32) + (0.68) (0.85)(0.4) = 1.325 B-84(0.23)
900 angle: (0. .6) (0.87)(0.25) = 0.912 B-85

3+. (0.25)

= + 618 B-86
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EQUATIONS (Conilnued)

A
% =op- fcn (o,.) B.87

S13 +9, (1-#,) B-8•

= fcn (T., t,, 9) B-89

T. T. + q. a•T1 .. , B-90

AT,., = fcn (T.. o) B-91

= fen (T., o, A/IVp') B-92
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

English

a Reac ion order for oxygen (eqn. 64)

A Duct flow area

A Stirred reactor mass loading. gm-mole/sec

A. Surface area for heat or mass flux

B/D Wake width/flameholder width

C Kinetic activation constant = E/R

Cd Drag coefficient

C, Wake shape factor (eqn. 52)

C, Specific heat

C, Surface mass efflux parameter (eqn. 46)

D, Binary diffusion coefficient

4 Liquid fuel droplet diameter

E Activation energy

f/a Fuel-air ratio

ht Film coefficient for heat flux

k Film thermal conductivity

K Mass efflux parameter (eqn. 25)

k,, It, Frequency factor for kinetic collision theory

K, Wake recirculation coefficient (eqn. 17)

L/D Wake length/flameholder width

m Ratio of diluent to oxygen mole fraction

m Mans quantity

Me Mae of oxygen in wake

MW Molecular weight
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued)

n Overall reaction order

N Flameholder width

NU. Nusselt number for heat flux

Nu, Nusselt number for mass flux

Pr Prandtl number

P Pressure

q Heat flux

R, R, Gas constant

Re Reynold's number

Sc Schmidt number

S Laminar flame speed

St Turbulent flame speed

t Time

ST Temperature

T, Flame temperature (eqn. 70)

u RMS turbulence velocity

U Accelerated air velocity (eqn. 73) . ....

V Velocity

V. Reactor volume

w Flowrate

W Duct width

x Axial distance

y Reactor flow factor; = @if < l and = 1 if > 1

z Blocking coefficient (eqn. 29)



LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cor.-nued)

Grft*

a Flameholder apex or~gle

£ Pre-flamebolder va~pinizstion cfwfficient feqn. 31

Fowl cvollection coefficient teqn. 1.11

4, Surface vaporizatifon cioefficient 4eqn. 14)

d'-T Thrnttling prnce- vapoiriat ioni ctoefficic-it 1eqn. N

dig Drcoplet vaporizataum cooefficient (eqn. 2)

I Blicking citefficient 4eqn. 280

I. Bockage rtiti.

rapture streamline 4eqn. .361

* Wake ()I~gen conwunptamn efficiency

* Turbulence intenau:) at flamebolder lip

W .ake react mon efficiency

* Overall fuel-air catin

A Latent heat 4 vaptorizat ion

a i~uit

Oxygen molal cancentration

Fuel nw"Ia cioncentration

* Wake fuel-ai: ratio

Residence time

v Ncon-dimnwrsinnal residence time

* Density
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LIST OF SYr'.•3OLS (Continued)

S huscripts

a Air

f Fuel

Liquid phase fuel

v Vapor phase fuel: vaporized portion

t Total

c Collected on flarneholder

r Pertaining to flarneholder area

w Into the wake of the flameholder

s Static, surface, sensible

o Initial or injection conditions

Initial or stepping notation

r Recirculated

Operational Notes

. Finite difference

d Differential operation

a Partial differential operation

= Average value
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